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The Appellant Steven B Cummings respectfully submits my reply brief. 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
Court of Appeals has jurisdiction of this case pursuant to Article I, § 12 Utah State 
Constitution, Section 78-2-2 of the Utah Code Annotated, the Supreme Court has appellate 
jurisdiction over "orders, judgments, and decrees of any Court of record over which the 
Court of Appeals does not have original appellate jurisdiction" and "the Supreme Court may 
transfer to the Court of Appeals any matters over which the Supreme Court has original 
appellate jurisdiction." 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
Appellee's brief does not respond to Appellant's statement of the issues. Therefore, 
Cummings relies that initial statement of issues as submitted are accurate and unopposed. 
DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, 
STATUTES, OR RULES 
Appellee's brief does not respond or specifically dispute Appellant's determinative 
provisions. Cummings relies that initial provisions submitted are unopposed. 
CRIMINAL PROCEDURES 
RULE 3, UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
RULE 7, UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
RULE 10, UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
RULE 16 (b) UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
UTAH CIVIL PROCEDURES 
RULE 4 UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
RULE 10 UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
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RULE 81 UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Appellee's brief does not respond to Appellant's statement of the case. Therefore, 
Cummings relies that initial statement of case as submitted is accurate and unopposed. 
REPLY TO APPELLEES STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 
In doing all possible to meet criteria set for brief, Cummings respectfully requests 
right to further brief opposition to numerous statement of material facts Cummings disputes, 
if this court determines necessary. To articulate detail of dispute for each statement of 
material fact Cummings disputes, would place reply brief far beyond page limits. Cummings 
disputes paragraph numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21 either in part 
or in full. The body of Cummings brief substantially argues disputed paragraphs. 
REPLY SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Cummings brief cites harmful error throughout with numerous violations of such a 
substantial and obvious nature that plain error occurred which violated Cummings rights to due 
proccess. Not only was Cummings ability to prepare a defense diminished but also Cummings 
was denied his day to be heard in Court from an informed position. While prosecution argues 
that the court obtained jurisdiction when Cummings committed the alleged crime, Cummings 
argues that while the court may have held subject matter jurisdiction Cummings was entitled to 
and granted the right not to enter the court's jurisdiction when the court ruled "That's fine" upon 
Cummings motion "With all due respect, I'm not going to enter the jurisdiction of the court until 
I know what's going on" (R. 0292 pg. 5 lines 12-15). Cummings relied upon that understanding 
throughout the proceedings and the court did not advise otherwise. Upon wanting higher court's 
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clarification and possible intervention, trial court judge stated ".. .you still have to proceed first 
with the process, they're not going to take your appealyet,.", (R. 0296 pg. 4, lines 1-3) 
Cummings objected prior to moving forward. (R. 0296 pg. 4, lines 22-23). Cummings argues 
that a defendant holds a right to petition for an interlocutory appeal and it should be higher court 
which determines whether petition is accepted, not the trial court. During November 28,2007 
arraignment, defendant addressed the Court discussing prosecutions failures which Cummings 
argues prevented personal jurisdiction to confer. Cummings maintained that defendant did not 
waive his rights or enter jurisdiction voluntarily, at which point the Court advised "Well, I know, 
all those are preserved." (R. 0296 page 4, lines 1-12). Cummings proceeded with understanding 
that he could not seek higher court's intervention until completing process in spite of objection. 
Violation of Cummings due process rights and insufficient evidence to prove charges beyond 
any reasonable doubt confers authority for higher court to review this matter and reverse 
judgment to dismiss case with prejudice in the interest of justice. 
REPLY ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
DID TRIAL COURT PROPERLY OBTAIN PERSONAL JURISDICTION OVER 
DEFENDANT? 
REPLY ARGUMENT: Prosecution's response focuses largely on subject matter jurisdiction 
and venue. Prosecutors do not point to the record to show where personal jurisdiction properly 
conferred upon the trial court. Cummings entered by way of "special appearances" motioning 
the court "Okay, With all due respect, I'm not_ going to enter the jurisdiction of the court 
until I know what's going on?" at which time the court granted "That's fine". (R. 0292 pg. 5 
lines 12-15). The record is clear that Cummings did not voluntarily enter the court's 
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jurisdiction thereafter or receive notice otherwise. The record verifies that when Cummings 
explained he did not waive rights or enter jurisdiction voluntarily, the Court advised "Well, I 
know, all those are preserved"" and then moved forward advising Cummings ".. .you still have 
to proceed first with the process, they're not going to take your appeal yet.". (R. 0296 pg. 4, 
lines 1-12) Prosecution's claim, that the undated "Information" served September 5,2007, 
containing no date stamp, no address, no telephone number, no bar number, no case number or 
name of person signing, meets all requirements of law, fails. (Addenduml). Cummings submits 
that document is fatally defective and was not properly filed. The document does not afford a 
defendant sufficient information to take advantage of any "open file policy" nor does prosecution 
point to any disclosure document to show they offered that material and information could be 
inspected, tested, or copied at a specified time or location. No certificate of service or 
"Summons " having been filed with copy of "Information" for charge of disorderly conduct is in 
the record. After initial "citation" for "assault" was signed "In Dispute" and Cummings 
exercised right to withdraw consent for prosecution to utilize citation which then could not be 
used as an " "Information "" or " "Summons "" nor did Cummings waive right to service in 
writing. Further, the transcript prosecution refers to verifies Cummings was furnished a copy 
from the court not served by prosecutor. Cummings can not find any Rule of Criminal 
Procedure which supports that one of the functions of our trial courts is to perform duties of 
service where a Judge furnishing a copy of something negates a prosecutor's sole duty to serve a 
defendant in manner mandated under Rule 3 U. R. Cr. P.. The record is clear that Cummings 
responded, "I haven't even seen this before your Honor. I had no idea there was a disorderly 
conduct." (R. 0292 pg.3, lines 14-15) when the Court advised, "...plead not guilty then." 
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Cummings responded, "/ don't know what to plea to enter without even—I don't even know 
what Fm faced with here." (R, 0292 pg. 4, lines 8-9). Cummings submits that a defendant 
has a right to become informed and seek counsel prior to entering a plea. When a court 
furnishes a copy just prior to a defendant being asked to plea, insufficient time exists to do either. 
Cummings disagrees with this application and challenges the prosecutor's methods arguing that 
Legal requirement for service, rest solely with the prosecutor and no one else. Rule 3 fa) Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure mandates that "All written motions, notices and pleadings shall be filled 
with the court and served on all other parties. " While prosecutor's state ". ..Cummings 
consistently confounds the applicable Rules of Criminal Procedure and inserts irrelevant Rules 
of Civil Procedure..." 
Rule 3(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedures states in part: 
"Service upon the attorney or upon a party shall be made in the manner provided 
in civil actions" {Emphasis Added} Based upon the plain written language of the rule, 
Cummings is not confounding anything. Cummings is relying on the mandatory 
requirements as stated in the rule. 
Cummings submits that the court erred by not requiring prosecution's compliance 
with their judicial duties under Rule)3(a)& 3(b) of the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedures., 
Rule 3(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure requires service to be made in accordance 
with Rule 4 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedures. Rule 4 of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedures mandates service in the manner prescribed therein. Prosecution does not show 
where any rule or statute conflicts with these basic rules. Prosecutions office has failed to 
maintain a standard of practice compliant with mandatory requirements for personal jurisdiction 
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to properly confer upon the court. Apparently, even the trial court was not clear on charges 
when directing Curnmings to sign a notice to appear September 19, 2007 for the charge of 
"assault". (Addendum 2) Prosecutions failure to serve copy of "Information " charging 
disorderly conduct coupled with the Court directing Curnmings to sign notice to appear for 
charge of "assault" left Curnmings uninformed and confused which crippled preparation for a 
defense. Curnmings maintained "special appearances" throughout this case based upon the 
court granting him to move forward without entering the court's jurisdiction. Curnmings argues 
that jurisdiction did not confer under these circumstances and cannot because it was never 
decided at the trial court level. This flaw is fatal to the prosecution's case. The record is clear 
that prosecution did not meet all procedural and substantive steps required for jurisdiction to 
confer upon the court which does not support Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law 
prosecutor's prepared, filed and obtained Judge's signature ignoring Curnmings valid objection 
(R. 0049) December 4, 2007 (R. 0056). 
POINT II 
DEFENDANT ARGUES THAT A PRELIMINARY HEARING WAS REASONABLE 
UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES 
REPLY ARGUMENT: While prosecution argues Curnmings was not detained, 
Curnmings argues otherwise. Had prosecution initially performed their duty to serve Curnmings 
a copy of "Information " and "Summons ", Curnmings would have been afforded the opportunity 
to make an informed appearance. If Curnmings failed to plea the court would then enter a plea 
according to prosecutor's citing of § 77-13-5 which states "When a defendant does not enter a 
plea, the court shall enter a plea of not guilty for him" The record is clear everything was not in 
order for this did not happen. 
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Instead, prosecution states ".. .trial court allowed Cummings 5 separate opportunities to 
enter a plea..." not mentioning that Cummings stated during first hearing " Fdjust like to object, 
your Honor, to the manner this is held, that the documents that I'm charged with something I've 
never even seen before. I mean, I had to make arrangements to be here today.". Pending charges 
were obviously not clear for the court later directed Cummings to sign a notice to appear for 
charge of" assault.". (Addendum 2). Prosecutor's agreed to serve 'Information " stating "I'd be 
happy to give him a copy..." (R. 00292 page 4 line 25) and produce discovery stating "Sure. I've 
got four or five I can give you." (R. 00292 page 6, lines 10, 11) prior to September 19,2007. 
After having received nothing from prosecutors, with no contact information, Cummings handed 
prosecutor Hansen a motion to dismiss dated September 18,2007 prior to September 19,2007 
hearing. (R. 0012, and 14) Reacting to the motion to dismiss, prosecutor Hansen obtained copy 
of police report while Cummings and others sat waiting for the hearing to start. "Your Honor, I 
just want to object to him—while I sit here for an hour, him being allowed to go and pick things 
up. I've never had the latitude to leave a court and have everybody sit and wait for him and go 
get information he should have produced a week ago." (R. 0292 page 5, lines 18-22) also "This 
is cost—I was supposed to be out of state, this is costing me a lot of money." (R. 0292 page 6, 
lines 2-3) "He's not prepared and hasn 't done his job." (R. 0292 page 6, lines 5-6). Prosecution 
waited until last minute during hearing to produce documents. 
While prosecution cites Rule 7(h)(1) U. R.Cr. Prequirement "If a defendant is charged 
with a felony, the defendant shall be advised of the right to a preliminary examination", 
Cummings can not find where said rule limits a defendants right to preliminary examination 
solely if they are charged with a felony. With no affidavit of fact or probable cause statement to 
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support multiple charges, Cummings specifically requested "Well what have I been charged for? 
Based upon what? When trial court responded "Well, we won't know until the trial." (R 0295 
pg. 8, line 4). Cummings, like all defendants holds an unalienable right to be fully informed and 
understand the exact cause and nature of the offense(s) charged prior to trial. Cummings submits 
that not only does such a method violate a defendants rights but also runs against the judicial 
economy of a case. No defendant should be required to proceed through an entire trial before 
preliminary requirements and requests are met. 
POINT III 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO A FORMAL ARRAIGNMENT? 
REPLY ARGUMENT: Under paragraph 13 of prosecutor's Statement of Material 
Facts, prosecution cites that Cummings refused to sign documents. Cummings reply is that 
exercising his right not to sign documents was for good cause. The record verifies that upon 
leaving the September 5,2007 hearing, defendant was directed to sign a notice representing that 
Cummings was read the "Information ", Advised of Rights and Penalties and that Defendant 
acknowledged he understands rights and penalties for the charge of "assault". (Addendum 2). 
Then again both on September 19,2007 and October 17,2007, Cummings was directed to sign 
similar notices representing that Cummings was read the "Information " and acknowledged he 
understands rights and penalties. (Addendum 3). While prosecutor's brief supports that Rule 
10(a) Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure requires ".. .reading of information or stating substance 
of charge..." and prosecutors state, "This procedure was followed". (Appellee's Brief pg. 8, 
para. 1) The record does not support that these substantive procedural requirements were 
performed. In fact, nowhere in the record does it support prosecutions position in this regard. 
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Prosecutors offer no explanation as to why they ignored para. 17 of Cummings reply 
memorandum in support of motion to dismiss dated October 26,2007 which outlines that 
Cummings had not been read the "Information" or did he acknowledge any understanding of 
rights. (Addendum 3). Cummings also filed a written objection (R. 0049) specifically objecting 
to paragraph 5 under Conclusion of Law in Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law dated 
December 4, 2007 stating in part".. .read the information to Defendant". Cummings went 
further to inform trial court and prosecutors when stating during November 28,2007 hearing 
"On those findings of fact, there's a - there's a (sic) absolute false statement in there..." The 
Court: Well, well-well proceed with the trial that's the main thing. (R.0296 pg. 5 lines 8-10). 
Rather than correct the false conclusion of law that Cummings had been read the "Information," 
prosecutors instead secured trial court judge's signature. (R. 0056). Cummings maintains that 
trial court erred when signing the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law containing flawed 
and erroneous finding of facts and conclusions of law, dated December 4,2007, over Cummings 
valid objections. {Extreme emphasis added}. This substantially and prejudicially violated 
Cummings rights wherein the outcome of this trial would have been different if the trial court 
would have corrected the problem with findings of fact and conclusions of law rather than aid 
prosecutors in obtaining conviction. If Cummings had been properly arraigned prior to 
November 6, 2007 hearing, why would trial court schedule arraignment for November 28, 2007, 
stating "III give him an opportunity to come back and enter a formal plea. Come back at 10:00 
o 'clock November 28* for your arraignment and to enter a plea" (R. 0295 pg. 13, lines 2-5). 
Trial court's docket verifies arraignment was then scheduled. The court then by passed 
substantive procedural requirements seeking a plea "So, Mr. Cummings, were here today, you 
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received your Information, what plea will you enter for the disorderly conduct infraction on 
August 15th?" (R. 0296 pg. 3, lines 18-20). The court's reference to Cummings receipt of 
"Information" was inaccurate because Cummings was never legally served as the record clearly 
establishes. As such the failure to serve as prescribed by rules promulgated by Supreme Court 
were not followed. Therefore any attempt to deviate from the rules is a fatal defect which should 
have resulting in dismissal of the case at the trial court level. If the court would have dismissed 
this case, the outcome would have been different. Prosecutor's brief does not show on the record 
where Cummings was ever read the "Information, " advised of rights and penalties or where 
Cummings acknowledged an understanding of rights and penalties or voluntarily waived these 
rights. Instead they cite "... Cummings' claim that he "has never understood the "Information " 
or the charges "for disorderly conduct is questionable...". (Appellee's, brief pg. 14, para. 1). 
How do prosecutors know what was or was not in Cummings mind or what his understanding is. 
The record supports that Cummings specifically inquired of the court during November 6,2007 
hearing, "What have I been charged for? Based upon whatl" Prosecutor's brief does not show 
where Cummings was afforded clarification other than the court's response "Well, we won't 
know until the trial" (R. 0296 pg. 8, lines 2-4). 
POINT IV 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO ANSWERS TO DEFENDANTS REQUEST 
FOR BILL OF PARTICULARS, DISCOVERY 
AND WITNESS LIST? 
A. 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO ANSWERS TO BILL OF PARTICULARS? 
REPLY ARGUMENT: Prosecution acknowledges Cummings entitlement to bill of 
particulars stating ".. .to which the City responded on December 12, 2007 T (Appellees brief 
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page 9). Prosecution does not mention that they submitted only four answers to 73 bill of 
particular requests. Cummings demand for Bill of Particulars identified, "This demand is made 
so that the demandant herein can determine the nature and cause of the above case and the 
following questions are necessary, imperative and material... "; "Demandant cannot adequately 
prepare or conduct any ongoing defense or remedy to my current exigent circumstances without 
this information....", "A non-responsive answer to any question set forth herein will be deemed 
as a non-responsive answer to all questions." (R. 0065 page 2) While many of the questions 
thrust to heart of alleged charges, prosecutors determined in their 4 paragraph response "The 
police report and Information sufficiently advise the Defendant of the nature and cause of the 
offense charged." (Addendum 4). Prosecutor has usurps his authority in dictating what 
Cummings needs to properly evaluate his position. Rather than give explanation why no 
probable cause statement or affidavit of fact was provided or oppose case law submitted under 
Cummings brief, prosecutors now attempt to argue for first time on appeal".. .Bill of Particulars 
contained improper, immaterial, and impertinent content." citing that"... The court may strike 
and disregard all or any part of a pleading.. ."(Appellees brief page 9). Prosecution does not 
point to the record to show where they motioned the trial court or received any ruling therein. 
Prosecution acknowledges receipt of Notice of Fault when stating "In response to the 
City's Response to Defendant's Bill of Particulars, Cummings filed a Notice of Fault." 
(Appellees brief page 9). Paragraph 5. therein informed prosecution that Cummings was 
".. .seeking pertinent relevant information to determine exact nature and cause of alleged 
charges..." and that under paragraph 7. "Demandant wholly objects to prosecutions response 
which failed to specifically respond to almost every question and request." (R. 0070-0068). The 
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notice of fault was filed December 21,2007, leaving prosecutors over a month to respond or 
motion trial court to strike pleading or allow them to limit response. Prosecutor's brief also 
acknowledges receipt of "a Notice of Default (R. 0077-0075) and then a Motion to Dismiss (R. 
0079-0086)." (Appellees brief page 9). Said motion to dismiss informed prosecution that having 
received no probable cause statement or affidavit of fact coupled with "Information " having 
been couched in generic terms, Cummings entitlement to a bill of particulars became non-
discretionary which was also supported by case law. The record does not reflect that prosecution 
objected, opposed or responded. Cummings maintains that his substantive rights were 
prejudiced and that district court erred when allowing prosecution to move forward with trial 
under these circumstances. Cummings respectfully requests that prosecutors attempt to now raise 
issue above, which they failed to raise below, be stricken, or disregarded. 
B. 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO FULL DISCOVERY? 
REPLY ARGUMENT: Prosecution admits that it is true the City had another file on 
Cummings stating ".. .while true it's misleading" citing that other ".. .case was dismissed and is 
entirely irrelevant to this matter...". (Appellees brief page 10). The record does not support that 
prosecution sought the court's direction on this matter or where trial court ruled prosecution was 
entitled to limit their disclosure or production. Prosecution does not offer any explanation to 
show cause as to why they failed to respond or oppose Cummings motion to dismiss and motion 
to suppress dated January 24,2008. (R. 0093,88, 86, 79). Cummings informed both the court 
and prosecution that he was being denied due process which prejudiced his ability to understand 
the exact cause and nature of the case and prepaire a defense. Cummings maintains that trial 
court erred when not ruling on motion to dismiss prior to trial and instead moved forward with 
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trial. At the very least, prosecution should have been ordered to produce all information in the 
City's possession as they identified they had done under paragraph 3 in their response to 
defendant's bill of particulars. (App. Supp.) Prosecutors point to Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law prepared and filed December 4,2007 by prosecution which is at subject in 
this appeal. Cummings requested copies of all files and that after addressing issue trial court 
stated ".. .—my understanding is that they provided whatever you - whatever they had in their 
files...". (R. 0295 page 7, lines 1-2) and We % if that's all he has, that's all he has,...". (R. 0295 
page 7, lines 11-12). While Cummings now 46 years of age was born in American Fork, and 
raising five children, being the sixth generation of family to live at this location, virtually little to 
no record exists of problems. Cummings children have been raised old school and to respect the 
law. However beginning 2006 a series of questionable events have occurred. Cummings oldest 
son, who was 11, was hit by an automobile while walking on sidewalk. The vehicle left the 
scene of accident with driver laughing. Cummings, in cooperation with the gas station attendant, 
searched video surveillance and located the suspect. Investigating officer said he didn't want to 
cite the driver because they told him they stopped up the road and saw the boy leave. The 
Officer told gas station attendant that he was considering citing Cummings boy for improper 
look out and leaving the scene of an accident. Another incident involved Cummings youngest 
boy then four who was scared based upon noises in basement. When Cummings went to 
investigate, he discovered two American Fork police officers in his basement. They said they 
were looking for someone (not identified) who they found later that day, that person not even 
being cited. Cummings was issued a citation for an event not even illegal, which prosecution 
alleges Cummings was driving without drivers license, after which the case was dismissed with 
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prejudice. The fact that Cummings has become suspicious and desired to review all files was 
reasonable under these previous circumstances and the court did not rule otherwise. 
C. 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO WITNESS LIST? 
REPLY ARGUMENT: Prosecution's brief responds "Cummings was not given a 
Witness List because he never made request to the City. Cummings mistakenly claims that his 
Bill of Particulars requested a Witness List. This is not so. In context, the Bill of Particulars did 
not ask for a Witness List, but for the names of any witnesses who observed the incident". 
(Appellees brief page 10). The record does not indicate prosecution sought the court's direction 
on this matter or was relieved from their duty. Cummings maintains that he requested and was 
entitled to receive a list of all witnesses. Prosecution does not offer any showing of good cause 
for their failure to respond or oppose Cummings request for them to "Identify all witnesses," 
rather prosecution acknowledges that the request was made but then attempts to twist 
interpretation of said request into something other than what plain written request seeks. The 
record verifies that Cummings made the request under question #26 Bill of Particulars dated 
December 6,2007 by certified mail the month prior to trial. It is a well known standard practice 
for parties to exchange witness and exhibit lists prior to trial. The court did not conduct pretrial 
in this case to ensure these matters were properly addressed. Any confusion concerning 
Cummings request was clarified prior to trial under motion to suppress dated January 24,2008. 
(R. 0093 ) The record verifies that the only witness identified was Officer Anderson. 
Cummings had sought suppression of Mr. Anderson's testimony on the basis of hear say. Hear 
say was verified during trial when Officer Anderson testified, "I did not, The entire event, as it 
was explained to me, had already taken place. I was simply arriving, after the event took place. 
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Sergeant Bateman did not witness anything. None of the officers did according to the 
information I'd received." (See R. 0297 page 25, lines 9-11 and R. 0297 page 26, lines 16-17 
respectively). Cummings informed both the court and prosecution that he was being denied due 
process which prejudiced his ability to understand exact cause and nature of case and prepare a 
defense. Prosecution should not be allowed to argue now what they failed to argue at trial court 
level. Cummings has a right to know all prosecutions witnesses prior to trial as requested. That 
trial court erred by not ruling on Cummings motion to suppress and motion to dismiss prior to 
trial and at the very least order prosecution to identify all witnesses before trial was conducted. 
Instead, Cummings was left in the dark having been unable to adequately prepare for 
prosecutions witnesses or to consider any witnesses who could support his own testimony. 
When trial court ruled after trial".. .upon considering the evidence, I'm going to deny the motion 
to dismiss and I'm going to deny the motion to suppress at this juncture." Cummings was again 
left in the dark as to what evidence trial court considered and what evidence he chose to ignore. 
POINT V 
DID DISTRICT COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION 
Cummings objects to prosecutor's argument that Point V should be disregarded. 
Prosecutors do not specifically show where point V is burdensome, emotional, immaterial, 
inaccurate or inadequate. While prosecutor argues it is difficult to distill the essence of 
Cummings argument under point V, Cummings submits that each section addresses distinct 
and separate issues. Prosecutors state that the record as a whole reflects a patient, 
accommodating, generous and considerate court. Cummings brief does not argue whether 
the court appeared patient, accommodating, generous or considerate. Cummings submits 
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that error and abuse of discretion is clearly established throughout the record to such an 
extent that plain error occurred. 
A. 
DID DISTRICT COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION WHEN ADOPTING 
PROSECUTIONS FLAWED FINDINGS OF FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW DECEMBER 4, 2007 
REPLY ARGUMENT: While Cummings argued that the court mechanically 
adopted prosecutions prepared and clearly flawed findings of fact and conclusions of law, this 
does not automatically argue the court was "disinterested'' Prosecutors are officers of the 
court held to a higher accountability which judges rely on. Cummings argues two distinct and 
separate findings inconsistent with prosecutor's prepared, findings of fact and conclusions of law 
they filed and obtained judges signature December 4,2007. One being that while prosecutor's 
prepared a finding under paragraph 5 under conclusion of law (R. 0056) that Cummings was 
read the 'Information, " Cummings has argued throughout that he was not read the 
"Information " nor do prosecutor's point to the record to support this specific finding. 
Cummings has argued he did not fully understand charges which impaired preparation of 
defense. Cummings also raised the issue that after prosecutor's agreed to forward copies of all 
files, they then refused. Prosecutor's argue that the other file was irrelevant. The record does not 
support that the court determined the other file to be irrelevant. Prosecutor's have not shown on 
the record where they obtained the court's permission to limit which files they would or would 
not produce, rather the court stated "...my understanding is that they provided whatever you -
whatever they had in their files..." (R. 0295 page 7, lines 1-12) and We % if that's all he has, 
that's all he has,..." (R. 0295 page 7, lines 11-12). Prosecution represented to the court and 
Cummings that "As the Court previously found, the City provided Defendant with all of the 
i 
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information it possesses on September 19, 2007" (R. 0056 page 1, para. 1) Now prosecution 
admits otherwise but claims the information to be irrelevant. Also, prosecution never provided a 
witness list. 
B. 
DID TRIAL COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION BY ADVISING DEFENDANT 
THAT HIGHER COURT WOULD NOT ACCEPT APPEAL 
REPLY ARGUMENT: While prosecution argues that this question should be 
disregarded, prosecutor's have presented nothing to disprove that Cummings was in fact entitled 
to petition the higher court by way of interlocutory appeal prior to what the court instructed 
".. .but you still have to proceed first with the—the process, they're not going to take your appeal 
yet". (R.0296 page 4, lines 1-2) Cummings maintains that he was entitled to petition higher 
court by way of interlocutory appeal prior to final judgment. Cummings believes that higher 
court would not have sanctioned this case moving forward absent full disclosures and 
identification of all witnesses which would have enable defendant to prepare a defense which 
Cummings believes would have changed the outcome of the conviction. 
C. 
DID DISTRICT COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION BY NOT ISSUING A 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW TO SUPPORT DENIAL OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS, MOTION TO SUPRESS DATED 
JANUARY 24, 2008 AND DIRECTED VERDICT 
REPLY ARGUMENT: Prosecutor's argue "Appellant's brief fails to state how the 
trial court committed reversible errorr (Appellee's Brief page 14, paragraph b.). Cummings 
brief specifically outlines that it is reversible error if the trial court fails to make specific findings 
on all material facts which must also be sufficiently detailed to allow the Court of Appeals the 
opportunity to adequately review the decision below. Cummings submitted case law in support 
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thereof. (Appellant's brief pages 32 - 33). Prosecutor's do not refute or present case law to 
contradict this argument. Cummings does not understand how prosecutor's prevailed on 
motions they didn't oppose nor do they now refute, that Cummings brief argues motion to 
dismiss and motion to suppress dated January 24,2008 was noticed for decision prior to trial or 
that Cummings articulated prosecutor's failure to adequately respond to nearly 70 bill of 
particular requests, discovery requests or why witnesses were not identified. Prosecutors have 
not disproved that Cummings motions informed the trial court that such failures were adversely 
inhibiting defendant's ability to prepare for trial and was severely prejudicing Cummings 
defense. Prosecutor's have offered nothing to assist in understanding the court stating "First of 
all, since there are two motions, first of all, upon considering the evidence, Fm going to deny the 
motion to dismiss andFm going to deny the motion to suppress...". (R. 0297 page 55, lines 4-7). 
While prosecutor's response suggests this higher court should disregard these issues, prosecutors 
offer no clarification to support the basis for trial court's decision or what evidence the court's 
decision was based upon. The same is true in reference to directed verdict January 29,2008, 
when Cummings moved the court to dismiss charges for lack of evidence (R. 0297 page 27, lines 
21-23). The court ruled, "We 11, Fm not going to dis - - like I said, Fm not going to dismiss it at 
this time,..." (R. 0297 page 27, lines 24-25) again without any detail for higher court's review. 
D. 
DID DISTRICT COURT ABUSE IT'S DISCRETION WHEN ADOPTING 
PROSECUTIONS FLAWED FINDINGS OF FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW FILED APRIL 9, 2008 
REPLY ARGUMENT: While Cummings brief argues mechanical adoption of above 
findings of fact and conclusions of law by the court, prosecutors do not deny that Cummings 
issued a written objection February 29, 2008. (R. 0129 ) The objection outlined flawed 
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findings which assumed evidence not presented as evidence at trial and where testimony of 
witnesses had been mischaracterized. Prosecutors do not show where they responded or 
opposed Cummings objections. Prosecutors do not point to the record to show that 
consideration was even given to Cummings proposed findings or written objection or where 
the court made a specific finding on material issues contained therein. The record does 
show that the court initially scheduled a hearing for further review to be held April 9, 2008. 
(R. 0138) Instead of a review, Cummings was immediately found guilty, after which 
Cummings questioned "Your Honor, you know, this was set for a further review, I'm just 
curious, I came prepared for further review, what" — the court responded "// was for me to 
tell you my decision" (R. 00298 page 5, lines 6-9). Prosecutors do not point to the record 
to verify where it was established that Eric Wetzel was pushed backwards causing him to 
fall in a bush in the front yard to support paragraph ??? under finding of fact and 
conclusions of law. Prosecutors do not point to the record to establish any witness who 
heard the event from a public place. Prosecutors do not dispute that Cummings disputed 
Wetzel's testimony, with regard to going over a nearly seven foot hedge or that it didn't 
even exist where Eric Wetzel testified. Prosecutors do not dispute that Cummings was 
careful at trial to articulate location of events. Prosecution does not offer explanation as to 
the basis for their objection "waste of time" and then they misstate location and how event 
occurred which even contradicts their own witness's testimony. Prosecutors do not give 
explanation as to why they prepared a finding that Wetzel was pushed backwards causing 
him to fall in a bush in the front yard when their own witness testimony was that it was one 
drive over a hedge on to the adjoining driveway. Prosecutors do not explain why the 
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pictures Officer Anderson testified to taking and attaching to police report were not 
produced during discovery. Cummings requested of the court "What can you give me a 
basis of—for the findings, what you—The court responded "Well, I agreed—you know, I—I 
believe the findings proposed by the city is agreeable with the Court and that's what I found 
too, so that's why I'm finding you guilty. " Trial court states nothing referring to findings 
Cummings prepared or his objection. It was an abuse of discretion to not offer a detailed basis 
for the court's findings upon Cummings specific request. 
E. 
DID PROSECUTION OFFER SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO MEET THRESH 
HOLD NECESSARY TO PROVE DEFENDANT WAS GUILTY BEYOND 
ANY REASONABLE DOUBT? 
REPLY ARGUMENT: In spite of prosecution's claim that it is questionable Cummings 
doesn't understand charges. Cummings has struggled to understand how he could have violated 
the law based upon the reasonable steps Cummings took to protect his family's safety on private 
property. Prosecutors fail to point to the record or illustrate what Cummings did to violate the 
law, specifically "..., intending to cause public inconvenience, annoyance or alarm or recklessly 
creating a risk thereof or do they show what inconvenience, annoyance or alarm was put at risk 
or created based upon his actions. Prosecutors do not point to the record to show evidence 
sufficient to establish Cummings intended to do anything other than protect his family on private 
property. Prosecutors do not show why Cummings two eye witnesses who verified that 
Cummings did not approach Eric Wetzel yelling and almost screaming was disregarded. Nor do 
they point to the record to disprove that both witnesses verified independently that Wetzel made 
the first aggressive move toward Cummings. Prosecutors do not refute testimony of Cummings 
and witness Joseph's testimony that Eric Wetzel, fully protected with face guard, boots and 
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gloves, endangered his child by pulling off a meter within one foot of Cummings youngest 
unprotected child, Jacob, who was only four years old or that he failed to secure the area prior to 
doing so. When Cummings cross examined Rocky Mountain Powers supervisor Mr. Lewis 
about safety violations as to what type of investigation was performed, Mr. Lewis answered "/ 
basically talked to my employee" Upon Mr. Wetzel performing an unsafe disconnect, putting a 
child's life at risk, Rocky Mountain Power performs it's investigation by questioning only it's 
employee, the one accused of placing my child's life at risk and no one else? It was an abuse of 
discretion to not detail the court's findings upon Cummings specific request. 
VI 
DID PROSECUTOR'S ACTIONS AND/OR INACTIONS GIVE RISE TO 
PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT? 
REPLY ARGUMENT: Prosecutor's respond that "Cummings further disparages the 
prosecutor by stating that he utilized "ambush and subterfuge tactics circumventing numerous 
basic rules" citing "Derogatory references to others is of no assistance ..." with case law and 
then prosecutors allege "In reality, Cummings consistently confounds the applicable Rules of 
Criminal Procedure and inserts irrelevant Rules of Civil Procedure" Under point I above, 
Cummings disputes and factually responds to prosecutions unfounded allegation. The language 
utilized, when referring to defendant's case being prejudiced by "ambush and subterfuge tactics 
circumventing numerous basic rules" was extracted from high court rulings and decisions. 
Prosecution seeks the higher court not to review their actions/inactions rather than point to the 
record to show where they complied with basic rules, arguing "Throughout the entire process, 
Cummings' due process was respected" and "Cummings has failed to show prejudice or how 
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his substantial rights were impaired'' Cummings submits that the record verifies and 
substantiates otherwise as argued in Cummings brief. For example: 
Reply argument concerning paragraph 1-2: Prosecution does not explain why probable 
cause statement or affidavit of fact was provided consistent to what Cummings is entitled to 
receive under Rule 4, Utah Rules of Criminal Procedures 
Under paragraph 3: Prosecution does not dispute case law submitted in support of 
Cummings entitlement to receive answers to bill of particulars became non discretionary under 
Rule 4, U R. Cr. P. yet, rather than petition court for it's determination, prosecution offers no 
clarification how they determined that "The police report and Information sufficiently advise the 
Defendant of (ithe nature and cause of the offense charged." (Addendum 4). Prosecution also 
does not show by what authority such determination was made or where the Court ruled, rather 
they submit argument for the first time now on appeal, which suggests those issues should be 
disregarded by higher court as well; 
Under paragraph 4: Prosecution does not dispute, nor do they show why they failed to 
produce pictures attached to police report taken by Officer Anderson to comply with Rule 16 (b) 
UR.Cr. P. which requires all disclosure and then excuse their failure to produce other file based 
upon their determination not the Court's, that it is irrelevant; 
Under paragraph 5: Prosecution does not dispute nor point to the record to show where 
Cummings was read "Information " as represented to comply Rule 10(a) U R. Cr. P. requiring 
"... reading of information or stating substance of charge..."; 
Under paragraph 6: Prosecution does not dispute or offer good cause as to why they 
failed to identify all witnesses as specifically requested under Question #26 bill of particular but 
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rather, they attempt to argue Cummings failed to request a witness list. Rule 4,(i) U. R. Cr. P. 
requires submission of witnesses upon request yet the only witness listed was Officer Anderson; 
In reference to paragraph 7: Prosecution did not outline for this court's review the 
evidence established to meet each element necessary to prove their charges beyond any 
reasonable doubt. Prosecution does not show evidence utilized was established on the record; 
Under paragraph 8: Prosecution does not point to the record to verify existence of a 
"Summons" or certificate of service for "Information" alleging disorderly conduct. 
Rule 3, (a) U. R. C P. requires "All written motions, notices and pleadings shall be filled with 
the court and served on all other parties".; 
Under paragraph 9: Prosecution does not point to record to verify they properly 
forwarded copies of "Information" , "summons" for disorderly conduct or "subpoenas" they 
issued to witnesses to comply with Rule 3, (a) U. R. C P.; 
Under paragraph 10: While Rule 16 (b) U.R.Cr. P. requires "The prosecutor shall make 
all disclosures as soon as practicable ..."and prosecution represents under para. 1 of response 
(Supp. App, to R. 0067) "As the Court previously found, the City, provided Defendant with all of 
the information it possesses on September 19, 2007," prosecutors do not give insight as to what 
happened to pictures Officer Anderson took at scene while admitting that other file in their 
possession was not forward based upon their determination it is irrelevant; 
Under paragraph 11: Prosecution does not dispute the court's response being ".. .my 
understanding is that they provided whatever you - whatever they had in their files...". (R. 0295 
page 7, lines 1-2) and We % if that's all he has, that's all he has,...". (R. 0295 page 7, lines 11-
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12). Yet they admit they withheld information inconsistent with Rule 16 (b) U.R.Cr. P which 
requires "The prosecutor shall make all disclosures as soon as practicable ..."; 
Under paragraph 13: Prosecution does not show that "Information" was dated; 
Under paragraph 14: Prosecution responds that Cummings alleged "Information" was 
defective because of no bar number, however Cummings argued there was no ". ..caption with 
name, address, bar number, or contact information; nor did he place under signature line 
identification of name of person who signed document... as required under Rule 10 (a) Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure stating ".. .Every pleading and other paper filed with the court shall 
also state the name, address, telephone number and bar number of any attorney representing the 
party filing the paper..." and Rule 10 (e) Utah Rules of Civil Procedure which states in part 
"Names shall be typed or printed under all signature lines..." not titles. Rule 81 (e) Utah Rules 
of Civil Procedure states "These rules of procedure shall also govern in any aspect of criminal 
proceedings where there is no other applicable statute or rule, provided, that any rule so applied 
does not conflict with any statutory or constitutional requirement." Prosecution does not show 
where providing this information is conflicting. Cummings believes that legislative and supreme 
court intention to provide contact information of attorney is not only logical but necessary. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, Cummings submits that the trial court made numerous errors 
and went so far as to abuse it's discretion. Trial court abused it's discretion by not enforcing 
mandated rules which allowed prosecution to use their discretion, rather than safeguarding the 
compliance of all procedural and substantive requirements. The facts establish that personal 
jurisdiction did not properly confer based upon trial court allowing Cummings to proceed 
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outside its jurisdiction and prosecution failing to perform all procedural and substantive steps 
required. Trial court erred by not ensuring Cummings knew the basis for charges prior to trial 
and that a preliminary hearing was reasonable based upon the circumstances outlined in this 
brief. Prosecution does not prove Cummings was not entitled to a preliminary hearing. 
Every defendant is entitled to a formal arraignment conducted in manner prescribed and 
mandated by our constitutions, statutes and rules promulgated by our Supreme Court. That at no 
time should a defendant be directed to sign documents indicating events have occurred when 
they in fact did not. The facts establish that Cummings did not receive a formal arraignment in a 
manner he requested and was entitled to receive. The record is clear that Cummings did not 
receive nearly 70 answers to bill of particulars. That Cummings did not receive full disclosure or 
a witness list. Prosecution failed to show good cause for not producing this information. The 
trial court erred by not making specific findings on all material facts especially when the record 
is not "clear, uncontroverted, and capable of supporting only a finding in favor of the judgment" 
and findings needed to be sufficiently detailed to allow Court of Appeals opportunity to 
adequately review decisions. Cummings requests basis of findings were not met. Cummings 
should have been allowed to petition higher court for intervention without going through entire 
proceedings. Cummings can not understand how prosecution prevailed on motions they did not 
respond or oppose thus tacitly admitting to Cummings arguments. The evidence in this case is 
so weak it does not meet threshold necessary to prove Cummings was guilty of any wrongdoing 
on private property. While many of the foregoing issues alone are sufficient to support reversal 
of judgment; the cumulative effect of all justifies reversal and dismissal with prejudice in the 
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interest of justice. Cummings respectfully petitions this Court to reverse judgment dated April 9, 
2008 and dismiss this action with prejudice. 
No defendant should ever be forced through trial with so little information or 
understanding of the exact cause and nature of charges, especially when repeated requests were 
ignored. Cummings did not remain silent on these issues. 
Dated: February 2, 2009 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that two true and correct copies of the foregoing "Brief was mailed by 
postage prepaid, first class mail on this ^ ^ d a y of February 2009, to the following: 
James "Tucker" Hansen 
BarNo.5711 
Timothy G. Merrill 
Bar No. 11721 
HANSEN & WRIGHT 
388 West Center Street 
Orem, Utah 84057 
Attorneys for Prosecutors 
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ADDENDUM 
1. INFORMATION 
IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH COUNTY, AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT 
AMERICAN FORK CITY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STEVEN CUMMINGS 
43 North 100 East 
American Fork, UT 84003 
DOB: 03-25-62 
Defendant. 
INFORMATION 
Citation No. L1206220 
Case No. 
The undersigned states on information and belief that the Defendant committed the 
crime of DISORDERLY CONDUCT, an infraction, in American Fork City, Utah County, on 
August 15, 2007, in violation of Section 76-9-102 of the Ordinances of American Fork City. 
The act of Defendant constituting the crime was that the Defendant, intending to 
cause public inconvenience, annoyance or alarm or recklessly creating a risk thereof, engaged in 
fighting or in violent, tumultuous, or threatening behavior; or made unreasonable noises in a public 
place; or made unreasonable noised in a private place which could be heard in a public place; or 
obstructed vehicular or pedestrian traffic. 
This information is based on evidence obtained from the following witnesses: Officer 
Russ Anderson 
ADDENDUM 
2. COURT NOTICE 
,-~ &az 
Interpreter., FOURTH DISTRICT COURT • STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH COUNTY • AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT 
75 East 80 North, Suite 202 • American Fork, Utah 84003 
Telephone: (801) 756-9654 • FAX: (801)763-0153 
HEARING 
'QJJWSTATE vs _ 
ADDRESS VERIFIED. 
i£J^l_ . M .CASE # . 
.JUDGE. 
CD# VlFV. 
Counter # It • / ^ ' r 
DATE 
CLERK t-
*S\ Di 
. Prosecutor. 'efendant present [,*f Pro se [ ] With Counsel. 
) efendant given Information J^fRead [ ] Reading Waived [^Advised of Rights and Penalties [ J-BeTendant acknowledged (s)he understands rights and penalties. 
.) COUNSEL APPOINTED. SEE REVERSE SIDE [ ] Request for Appointed Counsel Denied 
.) RELEASE DEFENDANT ROR. [ ] Defendant in custody of [ ]AFPD [ ] PGPD [ ] Other 
.) Bail Set At $ Cash / Bond / Surety [ ] Remand into custody of 
.) Defendant failed to appear. [ ] Warrant with bail at $ . 
.) Non-Bailable Warrant in Aid of Commitment for 
.) Recall Warrant 
.) Forfeit bail/bond 
Cash / Bond / Surety 
. days / months [ ] Reviewable 
CHARGES: 
COUNT 1 _ 
COUNT 2 _ 
COUNT 3 _ 
, ( . Plea. 
. Plea. 
. Plea. 
.COUNT 4 . 
.COUNT 5. 
.COUNT 6. 
. Plea. 
. Plea. 
. Plea. 
Plea entered by [ ] Defendant 
Plea in Abeyance as to counts 
SENTENCING: 
COUNT 1 Fine of 
COUNT 2 Fine of 
COUNT 3 Fine of 
COUNT 4 Fine of 
FINES AND FEES: 
$ 
$ 
Defense Counsel 
for a period of. 
Imposed 
] Court [ ] Accepted After Factual Basis Given [ ] Factual Basis Waived 
months. $ Court cost/abeyance fees to be paid to the court by. 
Suspended Imposed Suspended 
_/_ 
_/_ 
/_ 
. and jail of. 
. and jail of. 
. and jail of. 
. and jail of. 
_/_ 
/ 
/_ 
days 
days 
days 
days 
SUSPENSIONS ARE CONTINGENT UPON DEFENDANT'S COMPLIANCE WITH THIS ORDER 
. FINE and FEES due by [ X ] Send to State Debt Collection if fine is not paid as ordered. 
RESTITUTION to due 
Fine and fees to be paid to the clerk of court. INTEREST WILL ACCRUE ON THE UNPAID BALANCE FROM THE DATE OF SENTENCING. 
) Defendant to make monthly payments of $ beginning and continuing until paid in full. 
) The bail posted may be applied to the fine and any remaining balance may be returned to the person who posted the bail. 
PROBATION: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
months with the I Court ] Other. ) Defendant is on probation for 
) Defendant is ordered to obey all laws, State, local and Federal and have no further violations during the probation period. 
) Defendant is to notify the court of a current address at all times, and report to the court when notified by mail or a warrant may be issued. 
ALCOHOL / DRUG TREATMENT: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
) Defendant is ORDERED TO TAKE THIS FORM and REPORT to the [ ] Division of Substance Abuse [ ] NEFA [ ] Alliance Clinical Services 
BAC Result [ ] First Offense [ ] Second Offense 
) Complete Alcohol/Substance Abuse Assessment. [ ] Complete recommended treatment and/or continue present counseling. [ ] Provide proof of completion to the Court. 
) Defendant is ordered to pay an Alcohol Education Fund Fee of $ directly to the Utah County Division of Human Services. 
) STATE FUND to pay for evaluation/classes at Human Services. 
IGNITION INTERLOCK: INFORMATION WILL BE MAILED 
) Defendant is ordered to install an ignition interlock system on any vehicle (s)he owns within the next 30 days. (S)he is ordered not to adjust, tamper with, 
alter, or circumvent the interlock device system in any way. The ignition interlock will remain on the vehicle for 3 years. The BAC threshold is set at .025. 
The ignition interlock must be monitored every 3 months. The defendant is ordered to contact the Driver's License Division within 14 days and have 
I ID restriction placed on his/her driver's license. (See reverse side for vendor information.) 
ANGER MANAGEMENT: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
( ) Complete assessment. [ ] Complete Classes (Call within the next 5 days for an appointment.) [ ] NEFA [ ] Alliance Clinical Service [ ] Turning Point (UVSC) 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TREATMENT: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
) Defendant is ordered to report to [ ] Division of Child & Family Services [ ] NEFA [ ] Alliance Clinical Services 
) Complete intake. [ ] Complete Recommended Counseling (Call within the next 5 days for an appointment.) 
JAIL ORDERS: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
) Defendant to report to the UTAH COUNTY JAIL and serve days/months jail. [ ] Credit for Time Served. 
) Defendant to report to jail by . Jail to be served [ ] Concurrently [ ] Consecutively 
) Work Release granted upon verification of employment and hours by employer. 
COMMUNITY SERVICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
) Community service granted. Defendant to complete 
. days/months. ] Work Diversion 
hours in lieu of fine/jail by. 
Contact United Way for a referral for community service. [ X ] Provide proof of completion of jail, counseling, and community service to the Court. 
HEARING SCHEDULED IN OPEN COURT . JTL 7 . a t . C .M. 
I HEREBY PROMISE.TQ APPEAR fpr the above-entitled hearing. I understand that if I fail to appear, the Court rrfay proceed in my absence and a warrant may issue for my arrest. 
1 
(-*_) ^f- >y/\A CALENDAR THIS HEARING IMMEDIATELY. THIS WILL BE YOUR ONLY NOTICE. 
., Defendant. 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
TO THE DEFENDANT: DO_NQT MISPLACE YOUR PAPERS, TAKE THEM WITH YOU WHEN YOU REPORT TO ANY AGENCY OR THE COURT. 
This form is supplied to you at the time of court to give you the minutes of your hearing. You have been given specific orders and instruction. A judgement and 
sentence, a commitment, a probation order or other documents may be mailed to you. Following is a list of information that will aid you m your compliance. Please 
follow the instructions and orders directly. If you fail to comply with an order ol the court, conditions of probation may be withdrawn and you may be required to 
comply with the maximum sentence. 
REPORT TQ AN AGENCY 
IF YOU WERE ORDERED TO REPORT TO AN AGENCY, the address is listed below. You are required to report immediately. 
YOU ARE FURTHER REQUIRED TO TAKE THESE PAPERS WITH YOU when you report. 
UTAH COUNTY DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE: 151 South University Avenue. Suite 1500 • Provo, Utah 84601 * Phone: (801) 851-7128 
DIVISION OF CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE): 150 East Center. Suite 5100 • Provo. Utah 84806 • Phone: (801) 374-7898 
TURNING POINT ~~ (UVSC) ANGER MANAGEMENT: 987 South Geneva Road • Orem, Utah 84058 • Phone: (801) 863-7580 
UTAH COUNTY JAIL: 3075 North Main * Spanish Fork. Utah 84660 * Phone: (801) 343-4200 
DRIVER'S LICENSE DIVISION: 34-95 South 300 West • Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 • Phone: (801) 965-4876 
UNITED WAY (COMMUNITY SERVICE): 148 North 100 West • Provo, Utah 84601 • Phone: (801) 374-2588 
ALLIANCE CLINICAL SERVICES: 321 East 300 North. Suite A • American Fork, Utah 84003 • (801) 763-7775 
MEFA. 382 East 720 South * Orem. Utah 84058 • (801) 802-0115 
IGNITION INTERLOCK VENDORS 
Affordable Interlock (Dale Kennett): 7107 South 400 West #4 • Midvaie, Utah 84047 • Telephone: 1-888-488-0484 (Toll Free) • Fax: (801) 568-1734 
Best Interlock (Patrick H. Kennett): P.O. Box 1228 * Centervilie, Utah 84014 • Telephone: (801) 292-7800 
S&S Interlock (Scott Thompson): 285 West 200 South * Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062 • Telephone: (801) 785-4606 
Guardian Interlock Systems (Chris Muirbrook): Salt Lake City, Utah • Telephone: (801) 278-4446 
National Interlock Service: 1424 South Gladioia Street #1 • Salt Lake City, Utah 84123 • Telephone: (801) 886-2456 * 1-888-301-6906 (Toll Free) 
APPOINTED COUNSEL 
If a Public Defender was appointed, contact one of the following: 
K. Shawn Patfon: 75 North Center * American Fork, Utah 84003 • Telephone. (801) 756-6071 
Sean Petersen- 120 East 300 North * Provo, Utah 84603 • Telephone: (801) 373-6345 
YOU ARE TO CONTACT YOUR COUNSEL IMMEDIATELY, The court will notify your counsel of any hearings and your counsel will contact you. If you fail to keep 
your address current with your attorney's office and fail to appear, a warrant will be issued for your arrest. Any questions regarding your case must be directed to 
your attorney. 
PROBATION CONDITIONS 
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO KEEP YOUR ADDRESS CURRENT WITH THE COURT AT ALL TIMES. The court will notify you by mail at your last known address. 
Notify the court immediately upon change of address. This notice should be in writing. Violation of any probation order may result In termination of the probation 
order and reinstatement of the maximum fine and jail sentence. 
PAYMENTS BY MAIL should be addressed to: Fourth District Court * American Fork Department * American Fork, Utah 84003. Be certain to give your name as it appears 
on your information. INCLUDE YOUR CASE NUMBER on all payments and on ail correspondence. Keep ail receipts for payments and copies of all documents^ 
When you are ordered to pay a fine, serve time in jail, complete community service, alcohol/drug counseling, install an ignition interlock device or any other 
requirement, YOU MUST COMPLETE THE ORDER BY THE DATE GIVEN TO YOU, and YOU MUST PROVIDE PROOF OF COMPLETION to the clerks office. 
If there is a problem, contact the Court at 756-9654. If you ignore the order, an "Order To Show Cause" may be issued and further penalties may be imposed. 
WHEN YOU CONTACT THE COURT for any reason, YOU ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE YOUR CASE NUMBER. The clerks may not be able to aid you 
without the number and would not assume responsibility if a warrant is issued for lack of contact. 
SCHEDULED HEARINGS 
HEARINGS ARE SET IN OPEN COURT BY THE JUDGE. A date will be given and the clerk will provide you with a copy of this form including the court date. 
NO FURTHER NOTICE WILL BE GIVEN, If you need a continuance, YOU MUST FILE A WRITTEN MOTION to continue, which the Judge will review. You should 
include an order for his signature, should he grant the motion, if the court grants a continuance, or on it's own order continues a matter, notice will be mailed to 
the defendant personally, or in care of counsel, if counsel has filed an appearance. Counsel is responsible for providing the clerk with a valid address and phons 
numoer 
IF YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER, please notify the Court five days before your hearing, if possible. In ail criminal cases and in some other 
proceedings, the court will arrange for the interpreter and will pay the interpreter's fees. You must use an interpreter from the Court's list. If you need further 
assistance call (801) 756-9654. 
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals needing special accommo Jations (including auxiliary communicative aids and services) 
during their proceeding, should call (801) 756-9654 at least 3 working days prior to the proceeding. 
ADDENDUM 
3. COURT NOTICE 
I n t e r p r e t e r . . F O U R T H DISTRICT C O U R T • STATE OF UTAH H E A R I N G J ^ J 
UTAH COUNTY • AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT C D # \ j \ C y \ 
75 East 80 North, Suite 202 • American Fork, Utah 84003 Counter # / t \ ^ ? > / * ? 
Telephone: (801) 756-9654-FAX: (801)763-0153 ' 
< Q T ^ T A T E vs ^ . ^ ^ . . ^ X K \ ^ % S : ^ s ^ , - C ^ ^ CASE # V ^ \ \ ^ \ ^ N f Q DATE M ^ f t l O A 
ADDRESS VERIFIED _ ! ^ JUDGE \ \ \ S f c i 3 ^ X > CLERK V f f N w 
, £ ^ Defendant present [ ,-f^ro se [ ] With Counsel y Prosecutor v * € S ^ g ^ 
X) Defendant given Information [,^Read [ ] Reading Waived [^fAdvised of Rights and Penalties [^fDefendant acknowledged (s)he understands rights and penalties. 
__) COUNSEL APPOINTED. SEE REVERSE SIDE [ ] Request for Appointed Counsel Denied 
__) RELEASE DEFENDANT ROR. [ ] Defendant in custody of [ ] AFPD [ ] PGPD [ ] Other 
) Bail Set At $ Cash / Bond / Surety [ ] Remand into custody of 
) Defendant failed to appear. [ ] Warrant with bail at $ Cash / Bond / Surety 
) Non-Bailable Warrant in Aid of Commitment for days / months [ ] Reviewable 
) Recall Warrant 
) Forfeit bail/bond 
CHARGES: \ 
COUNT 1 C ? v : : > 5 . c \ C . C £ X \ Plea COUNT 4 Plea 
COUNT 2 Plea COUNT 5 Plea 
COUNT 3 Plea COUNT 6 Plea 
Plea entered by [ ] Defendant [ ] Defense Counsel [ ] Court [ ] Accepted After Factual Basis Given [ ] Factual Basis Waived 
Plea in Abeyance as to counts for a period of months. $ Court cost/abeyance fees to be paid to the court by . 
SENTENCING: Imposed Suspended Imposed Suspended 
COUNT 1 Fine of _ / and jail of / days 
COUNT 2 Fine of / and jail of / days 
COUNT 3 Fine of / and jail of / days 
COUNT 4 Fine of / and jail of / days 
FINES AND FEES: SUSPENSIONS ARE CONTINGENT UPON DEFENDANT'S COMPLIANCE WITH THIS ORDER 
$ FINE and FEES due by [ X ] Send to State Debt Collection if fine is not paid as ordered. 
$ RESTITUTION to due 
Fine and fees to be paid to the clerk of court. INTEREST WILL ACCRUE ON THE UNPAID BALANCE FROM THE DATE OF SENTENCING. 
( ) Defendant to make monthly payments of $ beginning and continuing until paid in full. 
( ) The bail posted may be applied to the fine and any remaining balance may be returned to the person who posted the bail. 
PROBATION: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
( ) Defendant is on probation for months with the [ ] Court [ ] Other 
( ) Defendant is ordered to obey all laws, State, local and Federal and have no further violations during the probation period. 
( ) Defendant is to notify the court of a current address at all times, and report to the court when notified by mail or a warrant may be issued. 
ALCOHOL / DRUG TREATMENT: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
( ) Defendant is ORDERED TO TAKE THIS FORM and REPORT to the [ ] Division of Substance Abuse [ ] NEFA [ ] Alliance Clinical Services 
BAC Result [ ] First Offense [ ] Second Offense 
( ) Complete Alcohol/Substance Abuse Assessment. [ ] Complete recommended treatment and/or continue present counseling. [ ] Provide proof of completion to the Court. 
( ) Defendant is ordered to pay an Alcohol Education Fund Fee of $ directly to the Utah County Division of Human Services. 
( ) STATE FUND to pay for evaluation/classes at Human Services. 
IGNITION INTERLOCK: INFORMATION WILL BE MAILED 
( ) Defendant is ordered to install an ignition interlock system on any vehicle (s)he owns within the next 30 days. (S)he is ordered not to adjust, tamper with, 
alter, or circumvent the interlock device system in any way. The ignition interlock will remain on the vehicle for 3 years. The BAC threshold is set at .025. 
The ignition interlock must be monitored every 3 months. The defendant is ordered to contact the Driver's License Division within 14 days and have 
I ID restriction placed on his/her driver's license. (See reverse side for vendor information.) 
ANGER MANAGEMENT: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
( ) Complete assessment. [ ] Complete Classes (Call within the next 5 days for an appointment.) [ ] NEFA [ ] Alliance Clinical Service [ ] Turning Point (UVSC) 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TREATMENT: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
) Defendant is ordered to report to [ ] Division of Child & Family Services [ ] NEFA [ ] Alliance Clinical Services 
) Complete intake. [ ] Complete Recommended Counseling (Call within the next 5 days for an appointment.) 
JAIL ORDERS: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
) Defendant to report to the UTAH COUNTY JAIL and serve days/months jail. [ ] Credit for Time Served days/months. [ ] Work Diversion 
) Defendant to report to jail by : . Jail to be served [ ] Concurrently [ ] Consecutively 
) Work Release granted upon verification of employment and hours by employer. 
COMMUNITY SERVICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
.) Community service granted. Defendant to complete hours in lieu of fine/jail by 
.) Contact United Way for a referral for community service. [ X ] Provide proof of completion of jail, counseling, and community service to the Court. 
Al^iffitvufr-F" on lojiijoq at I C : n c l HEARING SCHEDULED IN OPEN COURT f f | ' f ft \ i - f l f ^ X ftJk  \ w / j j U* j t / t • f'L- H: M. 
I HEREBY PROMISE TO APPEAR for the above-entitled hearing. I understand that if I fail to appear, the Court may proceed in my absence and a warrant may issue for my arrest. 
( X ) *•• ... •: '-,. . •:% .*.../ , Defendant. 
- CALENDAR THIS HEARING IMMEDIATELY. THIS WILL BE YOUR ONLY NOTICE. 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
TO THE DEFENDANT: DO NOT MISPLACE YOUR PAPERS. TAKE THEM WITH YOU WHEN YOU REPORT TO ANY AGENCY OR THE COURT. 
This form is supplied to you at the time of court to give you the minutes of your hearing. You have been given specific orders and instruction. A judgement and 
sentence, a commitment, a probation order or other documents may be mailed to you. Following is a list of information that will aid you in your compliance. Please 
follow the instructions and orders directly If you fail to comply with an order of the court, conditions of probation may be withdrawn and you may be required to 
comply with the maximum sentence. 
REPORT TO AN AGENCY 
IF YOU WERE ORDERED TO REPORT TO AN AGENCY, the address is iistec below. You are required to report immediately. 
YOU ARE FURTHER REQUIRED TO TAKE THESE PAPERS WITH YOU when ycu report. 
UTAH COUNTY DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE: 151 South University Avenue. Suite 1500 * Prove, Utah 84601 * Phone: (801) 851-7128 
DIVISION OF CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE): 150 East Center. Suite 5100 - Prove. Utah 84808 • Phone: (801) 374-7898 
TURNING POINT ~~ (UVSC) ANGER MANAGEMENT: 987 South Geneva Road • Orem, Utah 84058 * Phone* (801) 863-7580 
UTAH COUNTY JAIL: 3075 North Main • Spanish Fork. Utah 84880 * Phone: (801) 343-4200 
DRIVER'S LICENSE DIVISION: 3495 South 300 West * Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 * Phone: (801) 965-4876 
UNITED WAY (COMMUNITY SERVICE): 148 North 100 West • Provo. Utah 84601 * Phone: (801) 374-2588 
ALLIANCE CLINICAL SERVICES: 321 East 300 North. Suite A • American Fork, Utah 84003 • (801) 763-7775 
NEFA 382 East 720 South • Orem, Utah 84058 * (801) 802-0115 
IGNITION INTERLOCK VENDORS 
Affordable interlock (Dale Kennett): 7107 South 400 West #4 * Midvale, Utah 84047 « Telephone: 1-888-488-0484 (Toll Free) • Fax: (801) 588-1734 
Best Interlock (Patrick H. Kennett): P.O. Box 1228 * Centerville, Utah 84014 * Telephone: (801) 292-7800 
S&S Interlock (Scott Thompson): 285 West 200 South • Pleasant Grove. Utah 84062 • Telephone: (801) 785-4808 
Guardian Interlock Systems (Chris Muirbrook): Salt Lake City. Utah * Telephone: (801) 278-4446 
National Interlock Service: 1424 South Gladiola Street #1 * Salt Lake City, Utah 84123 • Telephone: (801) 886-2456 * 1-888-301-6908 (Toll Free) 
APPOINTED COUNSEL 
If a Public Defender was appointed, contact one of the following. 
K Shawn Ration: 75 Nortn Center • American Fork, Utah 84003 * Telephone; (801) 756-6071 
Sean Petersen. 120 East 300 North • Provo, Utah 84603 • Telephone: (801) 373-6345 
YOU ARE TO CONTACT YOUR COUNSEL IMMEDIATELY The court will notify your counsel of any hearings and your counsel will contact you. If you fail to keep 
your address current with your attorney's office and fail to appear, a warrant will be issued for your arrest. Any questions regarding your case must be directed tc 
your attorney. 
PROBATION CONDITIONS 
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO KEEP YOUR ADDRESS CURRENT WITH THE COURT AT ALL TIMES. The court will notify you by mail at your last known address 
Notify the court immediately upon change of address. This notice should be in writing. Violation of any probation order may result in termination of the probation 
order and reinstatement of the maximum fine and jail sentence 
PAYMENTS BY MAIL should be addressed to: Fourth District Court * American Fork Department * American Fork, Utah 84003. Be certain to give your name as it appears 
on your information. INCLUDE YOUR CASE NUMBER on all payments and on all correspondence. Keep all receipts for payments and copies of all documents 
When you are ordered to pay a fine, serve time in jaii, complete community service, alcohol/drug counseling, install an ignition interlock device or any other 
requirement, YOU MUST COMPLETE THE ORDER BY THE DATE GIVEN TO YOU, and YOU MUST PROVIDE PROOF OF COMPLETION to the clerk's office. 
If there is a problem, contact the Court at 756-9654. If you ignore the order, an "Order To Show Cause" may be issued and further penalties may be imposed. 
WHEN YOU CONTACT THE COURT for any reason, YOU ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE YOUR CASE NUMBER. The clerks may not be able to aid you 
without the number and would not assume responsibility if a warrant is issued tor lack of contact. 
SCHEDULED HEARINGS 
HEARINGS ARE SET IN OPEN COURT BY THE JUDGE. A date wil! be given and the clerk will provide you with a copy of this form including the court date. 
NO FURTHER NOTICE WILL BE GIVEN. If you need a continuance. YOU MUST FILE A WRITTEN MOTION xo continue, which the Judge will review. You should 
,.» . - - r„ p^ f0r nts signature, should he grant the motion. If the court grants a continuance, or on it's own order continues a matter, notice will be mailed to 
* \i ' ^ o a ,; personally, or m care of counsel, if counsel has filed an appearance. Counsel is responsible for providing the clerk with a valid address and phonqj 
numper. 
IF YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER, please notify the Court five days before your hearing, if possible. In all criminal cases and in some other 
proceedings, the court will arrange for the interpreter and will pay the Interpreter's fees. You must use an interpreter from the Court's list. If you need further 
assistance call (801) 758-9654. 
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals needing special accommodations (including auxiliary communicative aids and services) 
during their proceeding, should call (801) 756-9654 at least 3 working days prior to the proceeding, 
Interpreter FOURTH DISTRICT COURT • STATE OF UTAH HEARING A t 
UTAH COUNTY • AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT C D # ^ l \ 0 
5 East 80 North, Suite 202 • American Fork, Utah 84003 Counter # / C . 2/j- r, ) " ' 
Telephone: (801) 756-9654* FAX: (801)763-0153 
gjTj/STATE vs * ^  - k i p * y j £ X C \ ^ ^ \ \ \ \ \ ^ \ ^ ^ CASE # O l \ V " A ^ Q DATE 
ADDRESS VERIFIED ^ JUDGE \ t ^ ^ . ^ ^ C \ ^ CLERK ^ Q ^ 
Defendant present [ 1} Pro se [ ] With Counsel Prosecutor \ V A W \ 
Defendant given Information [ ]^ Read [ ] Reading Waived [ v] Advised of Rights and Penalties [ **} Defendant acknowledged (s)he understands rights and penalties. 
COUNSEL APPOINTED. SEE REVERSE SIDE [ ] Request for Appointed Counsel Denied 
RELEASE DEFENDANT ROR. [ ] Defendant in custody of [ ] AFPD [ ] PGPD [ ] Other 
Bail Set At $ Cash / Bond / Surety [ ] Remand into custody of 
A - L 
Defendant failed to appear. [ ] Warrant with bail at $ Cash / Bond / Surety 
Non-Bailable Warrant in Aid of Commitment for days / months [ ] Reviewable 
Recall Warrant 
Forfeit bail/bond 
CHARGES: . * 
COUNT 1 <fe^ 2>$,iS C C.v>CV Plea COUNT 4 Plea 
COUNT 2 Plea COUNT 5 Plea 
COUNT 3 Plea COUNT 6 Plea 
Plea entered by [ ] Defendant [ ] Defense Counsel [ ] Court [ ] Accepted After Factual Basis Given [ ] Factual Basis Waived 
Plea in Abeyance as to counts for a period of months. $ Court cost/abeyance fees to be paid to the court by . 
SENTENCING: Imposed Suspended Imposed Suspended 
COUNT 1 Fine of I and jail of I days 
COUNT 2 Fine of I and jail of / days 
COUNT 3 Fine of / and jail of / days 
COUNT 4 Fine of / and jail of I days 
FINES AND FEES: SUSPENSIONS ARE CONTINGENT UPON DEFENDANT'S COMPLIANCE WITH THIS ORDER 
$ FINE and FEES due by [ X ] Send to State Debt Collection if fine is not paid as ordered. 
$ RESTITUTION to due 
Fine and fees to be paid to the clerk of court. INTEREST WILL ACCRUE ON THE UNPAID BALANCE FROM THE DATE OF SENTENCING. 
( ) Defendant to make monthly payments of $ beginning and continuing until paid in full. 
( ) The bail posted may be applied to the fine and any remaining balance may be returned to the person who posted the bail. 
PROBATION: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
( ) Defendant is on probation for months with the [ ] Court [ ] Other 
( ) Defendant is ordered to obey all laws, State, local and Federal and have no further violations during the probation period. 
( ) Defendant is to notify the court of a current address at all times, and report to the court when notified by mail or a warrant may be issued. 
ALCOHOL / DRUG TREATMENT: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
( ) Defendant is ORDERED TO TAKE THIS FORM and REPORT to the [ ] Division of Substance Abuse [ ] NEFA [ ] Alliance Clinical Services 
BAC Result [ ] First Offense [ ] Second Offense 
( ) Complete Alcohol/Substance Abuse Assessment. [ ] Complete recommended treatment and/or continue present counseling. [ ] Provide proof of completion to the Court. 
( ) Defendant is ordered to pay an Alcohol Education Fund Fee of $ directly to the Utah County Division of Human Services. 
( ) STATE FUND to pay for evaluation/classes at Human Services. 
IGNITION INTERLOCK: INFORMATION WILL BE MAILED 
( ) Defendant is ordered to install an ignition interlock system on any vehicle (s)he owns within the next 30 days. (S)he is ordered not to adjust, tamper with, 
alter, or circumvent the interlock device system in any way. The ignition interlock will remain on the vehicle for 3 years. The BAC threshold is set at .025. 
The ignition interlock must be monitored every 3 months. The defendant is ordered to contact the Driver's License Division within 14 days and have 
I ID restriction placed on his/her driver's license. (See reverse side for vendor information.) 
ANGER MANAGEMENT: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
( ) Complete assessment. [ ] Complete Classes (Call within the next 5 days for an appointment.) [ ] NEFA [ ] Alliance Clinical Service [ ] Turning Point (UVSC) 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TREATMENT: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
) Defendant is ordered to report to [ ] Division of Child & Family Services [ ] NEFA [ ] Alliance Clinical Services 
) Complete intake. [ ] Complete Recommended Counseling (Call within the next 5 days for an appointment.) 
JAIL ORDERS: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
) Defendant to report to the UTAH COUNTY JAIL and serve days/months jail. [ ] Credit for Time Served days/months. [ ] Work Diversion 
) Defendant to report to jail by . Jail to be served [ ] Concurrently [ ] Consecutively 
) Work Release granted upon verification of employment and hours by employer. 
COMMUNITY SERVICE: SEE REVERSE SIDE 
.) Community service granted. Defendant to complete hours in lieu of fine/jail by 
.) Contact United Way for a referral for community service. [ X ] Provide proof of completion of jail, counseling, and community service to the Court. 
HEARING SCHEDULED IN OPEN COURT f I - A t- A pVf U M P A / t C
 0n , \ , l \ If . f *! at If ( f jA M. 
I HEREBY PROMISE TO APPEAR for the above-entitled hearing. I understand that if I fail to appear, the Court may proceed in my absence and a warrant may issue for my arrest. 
( X ) __J ., , Defendant. 
CALENDAR THIS HEARING IMMEDIATELY. THIS WILL BE YOUR ONLY NOTICE. 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
TO THEJKFgNPANT: DO HOT MISPLACE YOUR PAPERS. TAKE THEM WITH YOU WHEN YOU REPORT TO ANY AGENCY OR THE COURT. 
This form is supplied to you at the time of court to give you the minutes of your hearing. You have been given specific orders and instruction. A judgement and 
sentence, a commitment, a probation order or other documents may be mailed to you. Following is a list of information that will aid you in your compliance. Please 
follow the instructions and orders directly, if you fail to comply with an order of the court, conditions of probation may be withdrawn and you may be required to 
comply with the maximum sentence. 
REPORT TO AN AGENCY 
IF YOU WERE ORDERED TO REPORT TO AN AGENCY, the address is listed below. You are required to report immediately. 
YOU ARE FURTHER REQUIRED TO TAKE THESE PAPERS WITH YOU when you report. 
UTAH COUNTY DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE: 151 South University Avenue. Suite 1500 * Prove, Utah 84601 * Phone: (801) 851-7128 
DIVISION OF CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE): 150 East Center. Suite 5100 • Provo, Utah 84606 • Phone: (801) 374-7898 
TURNING POINT ~~ (UVSC) ANGER MANAGEMENT: 987 South Geneva Road • Orem. Utah 84058 • Phone: (801) 863-7580 
UTAH COUNTY JAIL: 3075 North Main • Spanish Fork, Utah 84660 • Phone: (801) 343-4200 
DRIVER'S LICENSE DIVISION: 3495 South 300 West • Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 • Phone: (801) 965-4876 
UNITED WAY (COMMUNITY SERVICE): 148 North 100 West • Provo. Utah 84601 • Phone: (801) 374-2588 
ALLIANCE CLINICAL SERVICES: 321 East 300 North. Suite A • American Fork, Utah 84003 • (801) 763-7775 
NEFA: 382 East 720 South • Orem, Utah 84058 • (801) 802-0115 
IGNITION INTERLOCK VENDORS 
Affordable Interlock (Dale Kennett): 7107 South 400 West #4 • Midvale, Utah 84047 • Telephone: 1-888-488-0484 (Toil Free) • Fax. (801) 568-1734 
Best Interlock (Patrick H. Kennett): P.O. Box 1228 * Centerville, Utah 84014 • Telephone: (801) 292-7800 
S&S Interlock (Scott Thompson): 285 West 200 South * Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062 • Telephone: (801) 785-4606 
Guardian Interlock Systems (Chris Muirbrook): Salt Lake City, Utah • Telephone: (801) 278-4446 
National Interlock Service: 1424 South Gladiola Street #1 • Salt Lake City, Utah 84123 * Telephone: (801) 886-2456 * 1-888-301-6906 (Toll Free) 
APPOINTED COUNSEL 
If a Public Defender was appointed, contact one of the following: 
K Shawn Patton: 75 North Center * American Fork, Utah 84003 • Telephone: (801) 756-6071 
Sean Petersen- 120 East 300 North * Provo, Utah 84603 * Telephone: (801) 373-6345 
YOU ARE TO CONTACT YOUR COUNSEL IMMEDIATELY. The court will notify your counsel of any hearings and your counsel will contact you. if you fail to keep 
your address current with your attorney's office and fail to appear, a warrant will be issued for your arrest. Any questions regarding your case must be directed to 
your attorney. 
PROBATION CONDITIONS 
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO KEEP YOUR ADDRESS CURRENT WITH THE COURT AT ALL TIMES. The court will notify you by mail at your last known address. 
Notify the court immediately upon change of address. This notice should be in writing. Violation of any probation order may result in termination of the probation 
order and reinstatement of the maximum fine and jail sentence. 
PAYMENTS BY MAIL should be addressed to: Fourth District Court •American Fork Department * American Fork, Utah 84003. Be certain to give your name as it appears 
on your information. INCLUDE YOUR CASE NUMBER on all payments and on all correspondence. Keep ail receipts for payments and copies of all documentsi 
When you are ordered to pay a fine, serve time in jail, complete community service, alcohol/drug counseling, install an ignition interlock device or any other 
requirement, YOU MUST COMPLETE THE ORDER BY THE DATE GIVEN TO YOU, and YOU MUST PROVIDE PROOF OF COMPLETION to the clerks office. 
If there is a problem, contact the Court at 756-9654. If you ignore the order, an "Order To Show Cause" may be issued and further penalties may be imposed. 
WHEN YOU CONTACT THE COURT for any reason, YOU ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE YOUR CASE NUMBER. The clerks may not be able to aid you 
without the number and would not assume responsibility if a warrant is issued for lack of contact. 
SCHEDULED HEARINGS 
HEARINGS ARE SET IN OPEN COURT BY THE JUDGE. A date will be given and the clerk will provide you with a copy of this form including the court date. 
NO FURTHER NOTICE WILL BE GIVEN, if you need a continuance, YOU MUST FILE A WRITTEN MOTION to continue, which the Judge will review. You should 
include an order for his signature, should he grant the motion. If the court grants a continuance, or on it's own order continues a matter, notice will be mailed to 
the defendant personally, or in care of counsel, if counsel has filed an appearance. Counsel is responsible for providing the clerk with a valid address and phon^, 
number 
IF YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER, please notify the Court five days before your hearing, if possible. In ail criminal cases and in some other 
proceedings, the court will arrange for the interpreter and will pay the interpreter's fees. You must use an interpreter from the Court's list. If you need further 
assistance call (801) 756-9854. 
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals needing special accommodations (including auxiliary communicative aids and services) 
during their proceeding, should call (801) 756-9654 at least 3 working days prior to the proceeding. 
ADDENDUM 
4. RESPONSE TO BILL OF 
PARTICULARS 
James "Tucker" Hansen, Bar No. 5711 
Timothy G. Merrill Bar No. 11721 
HANSEN & WRIGHT 
3 88 West Center Street 
Orem: UT 84057 
Telephone: (801) 224-2273 
Facsimile No: (801) 224-2457 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
AMERICAN FORK DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
AMERICAN FORK CITY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STEVE CUMMTNGS, 
Defendant. 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S 
DEMAND FOR BILL OF 
PARTICULARS 
Case No. 071101415 
Judge Howard Maetani 
American Fork City, by and through its counsel of record, HANSEN & WRIGHT, hereby 
responds to Defendant's Demand for Bill of Particulars. 
1. As the Court previously found, the City provided Defendant with all of the 
information it possesses on September 19, 2007. 
2. All of the information the prosecutor has regrading this incident comes from the 
police report, from which it prepared the Information. 
3. The Defendant is currently in possession of all of the information the City has. 
4. The police report and Information sufficiently advise the Defendant of "the nature 
and cause of the offense charged.'5 Rule 4(e) of the Utah Rules of Criminal 
Procedure. 
DATED this /^ ' ""day of December, 2007. 
TIMOTHY^ MEELklLL 
Assistant American Fork City Prosecutor 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing, RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT'S DEMAND FOR BILL OF PARTICULARS, postage prepaid by first-class 
mail, on this [Q ^ day of December, 2007, to the following: 
Steven Cumrnings 
43 North 100 East 
American Fork, Utah 84003 
ADDENDUM 
5. RULE 3, UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL 
PROCEDURE 
Page 1 of 1 
Rule 3. Service and filing of papers. 
(a) All written motions, notices and pleadings shall be filed with the court and served on all other parties. 
(b) Whenever service is required or permitted to be made upon a party represented by an attorney, the service shall be 
made upon the attorney, unless service upon the party himself is ordered by the court. Service upon the attorney or upon a 
party shall be made in the manner provided in civil actions. 
(c) The party preparing an order shall, upon execution by the court, mail to each party a copy thereof and certify to the 
court such mailing. 
h t t r v / / w w w iitr.ruirtc any/rAonnrppc/wiloo/nrot^/TTDPDDA') U+~~l 
ADDENDUM 
6. RULE 7, UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL 
PROCEDURE 
Rule 7 Page 1 of 2 
Rule 7. Proceedings before magistrate. 
(a) When a summons is issued in lieu of a warrant of arrest, the defendant shall appear before the court as directed in the 
summons. 
(b) When any peace officer or other person makes an arrest with or without a warrant, the person arrested shall be taken to 
the nearest available magistrate for setting of bail. If an information has not been filed, one shall be filed without delay 
before the magistrate having jurisdiction over the offense. 
(c)(1) In order to detain any person arrested without a warrant, as soon as is reasonably feasible but in no event longer 
than 48 hours after the arrest, a determination shall be made as to whether there is probable cause to continue to detain 
the arrestee. The determination may be made by any magistrate, although if the arrestee is charged with a capital offense, 
the magistrate may not be a justice court judge. The arrestee need not be present at the probable cause determination. 
(c)(2) A written probable cause statement shall be presented to the magistrate, although the statement may be verbally 
communicated by telephone, telefaxed, or otherwise electronically transmitted to the magistrate. 
(c)(2)(A) A statement which is verbally communicated by telephone shall be reduced to a sworn written statement prior to 
submitting the probable cause issue to the magistrate for decision. The person reading the statement to the magistrate shall 
verify to the magistrate that the person is reading the written statement verbatim, and shall write on the statement that 
person's name and title, the date and time of the communication with the magistrate, and the determination the magistrate 
directs to be indicated on the statement. 
(c)(2)(B) If a statement is verbally communicated by telephone, telefaxed, or otherwise electronically transmitted, the 
original statement shall, as soon as practicable, be filed with the court where the case will be filed. 
(c)(3) The magistrate shall review the probable cause statement and from it determine whether there is probable cause to 
continue to detain the arrestee. 
(c)(3)(A) If the magistrate finds there is not probable cause to continue to detain the arrestee, the magistrate shall order 
the immediate release of the arrestee. 
(c)(3)(B) If the magistrate finds probable cause to continue to detain the arrestee, the magistrate shall immediately make a 
bail determination. The bail determination shall coincide with the recommended bail amount in the Uniform Fine/Bail 
Schedule unless the magistrate finds substantial cause to deviate from the Schedule. 
(c)(4) The presiding district court judge shall, in consultation with the Justice Court Administrator, develop a rotation of 
magistrates which assures availability of magistrates consistent with the need in that particular district. The schedule shall 
take into account the case load of each of the magistrates, their location and their willingness to serve. 
(c)(5) Nothing in this subsection (c) is intended to preclude the accomplishment of other procedural processes at the time of 
the determination referred to in paragraph (c)(1) above. 
(d)(1) If a person is arrested in a county other than where the offense was committed the person arrested shall without 
unnecessary delay be returned to the county where the crime was committed and shall be taken before the proper 
magistrate under these rules. 
(d)(2) If for any reason the person arrested cannot be promptly returned to the county and the charge against the 
defendant is a misdemeanor for which a voluntary forfeiture of bail may be entered as a conviction under Subsection 77-7-
21(1), the person arrested may state in writing a desire to forfeit bail, waive trial in the district in which the information is 
pending, and consent to disposition of the case in the county in which the person was arrested, is held, or is present. 
(d)(3) Upon receipt of the defendant's statement, the clerk of the court in which the information is pending shall transmit 
the papers in the proceeding or copies of them to the clerk of the court for the county in which the defendant is arrested, 
held, or present The prosecution shall continue in that county. 
(d)(4) Forfeited bail shall be returned to the jurisdiction that issued the warrant. 
(d)(5) If the defendant is charged with an offense other than a misdemeanor for which a voluntary forfeiture of bail may be 
entered as a conviction under Subsection 77-7-21(1), the defendant shall be taken without unnecessary delay before a 
magistrate within the county of arrest for the determination of bail under Section 77-20-1 and released on bail or held 
without bail under Section 77-20-1 
(d)(6) Bail shall be returned to the magistrate having jurisdiction over the offense, with the record made of the proceedings 
before the magistrate. 
(e)The magistrate having jurisdiction over the offense charged shall, upon the defendant's first appearance, inform the 
defendant: 
(e)(1) of the charge in the information or indictment and furnish a copy; 
(e)(2) of any affidavit or recorded testimony given in support of the information and how to obtain them; 
(e)(3) of the right to retain counsel or have counsel appointed by the court without expense if unable to obtain counsel; 
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(e)(4) of rights concerning pretrial release, including bail; and 
(e)(5) that the defendant is not required to make any statement, and that the statements the defendant does make may be 
used against the defendant in a court of law. 
(f) The magistrate shall, after providing the information under paragraph (e) and before proceeding further, allow the 
defendant reasonable time and opportunity to consult counsel and shall allow the defendant to contact any attorney by any 
reasonable means, without delay and without fee. 
(g) If the charge against the defendant is a misdemeanor, the magistrate shall call upon the defendant to enter a plea. 
(g)(1) If the plea is guilty, the defendant shall be sentenced by the magistrate as provided by law. 
(g)(2) If the plea is not guilty, a trial date shall be set. The date may not be extended except for good cause shown. Trial 
shall be held under these rules and law applicable to criminal cases. 
(h)(1) If a defendant is charged with a felony, the defendant shall be advised of the right to a preliminary examination. If 
the defendant waives the right to a preliminary examination, and the prosecuting attorney consents, the magistrate shall 
order the defendant bound over to answer in the district court. 
(h)(2) If the defendant does not waive a preliminary examination, the magistrate shall schedule the preliminary 
examination. The examination shall be held within a reasonable time, but not later than ten days if the defendant is in 
custody for the offense charged and not later than 30 days if the defendant is not in custody. These time periods may be 
extended by the magistrate for good cause shown. A preliminary examination may not be held if the defendant is indicted. 
( i ) ( l ) Unless otherwise provided, a preliminary examination shall be held under the rules and laws applicable to criminal 
cases tried before a court. The state has the burden of proof and shall proceed first with its case. At the conclusion of the 
state's case, the defendant may testify under oath, call witnesses, and present evidence. The defendant may also cross-
examine adverse witnesses. 
(i)(2) If from the evidence a magistrate finds probable cause to believe that the crime charged has been committed and that 
the defendant has committed it, the magistrate shall order that the defendant be bound over to answer in the district court. 
The findings of probable cause may be based on hearsay in whole or in part. Objections to evidence on the ground that it 
was acquired by unlawful means are not properly raised at the preliminary examination. 
(i)(3) If the magistrate does not find probable cause to believe that the crime charged has been committed or that the 
defendant committed it, the magistrate shall dismiss the information and discharge the defendant. The magistrate may 
enter findings of fact, conclusions of law, and an order of dismissal. The dismissal and discharge do not preclude the state 
from instituting a subsequent prosecution for the same offense. 
(j) At a preliminary examination, the magistrate, upon request of either party, may exclude witnesses from the courtroom 
and may require witnesses not to converse with each other until the preliminary examination is concluded. On the request of 
either party, the magistrate may order all spectators to be excluded from the courtroom. 
(k)( l ) If the magistrate orders the defendant bound over to the district court, the magistrate shall execute in writing a bind-
over order and shall transmit to the clerk of the district court all pleadings in and records made of the proceedings before 
the magistrate, including exhibits, recordings, and any typewritten transcript. 
(k)(2) When a magistrate commits a defendant to the custody of the sheriff, the magistrate shall execute the appropriate 
commitment order. 
( I ) ( l ) When a magistrate has good cause to believe that any material witness in a pending case will not appear and testify 
unless bond is required, the magistrate may fix a bond with or without sureties and in a sum considered adequate for the 
appearance of the witness. 
(l)(2) If the witness fails or refuses to post the bond with the clerk of the court, the magistrate may commit the witness to 
jail until the witness complies or is otherwise legally discharged. 
(I)(3) If the witness does provide bond when required, the witness may be examined and cross-examined before the 
magistrate in the presence of the defendant and the testimony shall be recorded. The witness shall then be discharged. 
(I)(4) If the witness is unavailable or fails to appear at any subsequent hearing or trial when ordered to do so, the recorded 
testimony may be used at the hearing or trial in lieu of the personal testimony of the witness. 
Advisory Committee Notes 
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Rule 10. Arraignment. 
(a) Upon the return of an indictment or upon receipt of the records from the magistrate following a bind-over, the defendant 
shall forthwith be arraigned in the district court. Arraignment shall be conducted in open court and shall consist of reading 
the indictment or information to the defendant or stating to him the substance of the charge and calling on him to plead 
thereto. He shall be given a copy of the indictment or information before he is called upon to plead. 
(b) If upon arraignment the defendant requests additional time in which to plead or otherwise respond, a reasonable time 
may be granted. 
(c) Any defect or irregularity in or want or absence of any proceeding provided for by statute or these rules prior to 
arraignment shall be specifically and expressly objected to before a plea of guilty is entered or the same is waived. 
(d) If a defendant has been released on bail, or on his own recognizance, prior to arraignment and thereafter fails to appear 
for arraignment or trial when required to do so, a warrant of arrest may issue and bail may be forfeited. 
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Rule 16. Discovery. 
(a) Except as otherwise provided, the prosecutor shall disclose to the defense upon request the following material or 
information of which he has knowledge: 
(1) relevant written or recorded statements of the defendant or codefendants; 
(2) the criminal record of the defendant; 
(3) physical evidence seized from the defendant or codefendant; 
(4) evidence known to the prosecutor that tends to negate the guilt of the accused, mitigate the guilt of the defendant, or 
mitigate the degree of the offense for reduced punishment; and 
(5) any other item of evidence which the court determines on good cause shown should be made available to the defendant 
in order for the defendant to adequately prepare his defense. 
(b) The prosecutor shall make all disclosures as soon as practicable following the filing of charges and before the defendant 
is required to plead. The prosecutor has a continuing duty to make disclosure. 
(c) Except as otherwise provided or as privileged, the defense shall disclose to the prosecutor such information as required 
by statute relating to alibi or insanity and any other item of evidence which the court determines on good cause shown 
should be made available to the prosecutor in order for the prosecutor to adequately prepare his case. 
(d) Unless otherwise provided, the defense attorney shall make all disclosures at least ten days before trial or as soon as 
practicable. He has a continuing duty to make disclosure. 
(e) When convenience reasonably requires, the prosecutor or defense may make disclosure by notifying the opposing party 
that material and information may be inspected, tested or copied at specified reasonable times and places. The prosecutor 
or defense may impose reasonable limitations on the further dissemination of sensitive information otherwise subject to 
discovery to prevent improper use of the information or to protect victims and witnesses from harassment, abuse, or undue 
invasion of privacy, including limitations on the further dissemination of videotaped interviews, photographs, or 
psychological or medical reports. 
(f) Upon a sufficient showing the court may at any time order that discovery or inspection be denied, restricted, or deferred, 
that limitations on the further dissemination of discovery be modified or make such other order as is appropriate. Upon 
motion by a party, the court may permit the party to make such showing, in whole or in part, in the form of a written 
statement to be inspected by the judge alone. If the court enters an order granting relief following such an ex parte 
showing, the entire text of the party's statement shall be sealed and preserved in the records of the court to be made 
available to the appellate court in the event of an appeal. 
(g) If at any time during the course of the proceedings it is brought to the attention of the court that a party has failed to 
comply with this rule, the court may order such party to permit the discovery or inspection, grant a continuance, or prohibit 
the party from introducing evidence not disclosed, or it may enter such other order as it deems just under the 
circumstances. 
(h) Subject to constitutional limitations, the accused may be required to: 
(1) appear in a lineup; 
(2) speak for identification; 
(3) submit to fingerprinting or the making of other bodily impressions; 
(4) pose for photographs not involving reenactment of the crime; 
(5) try on articles of clothing or other items of disguise; 
(6) permit the taking of samples of blood, hair, fingernail scrapings, and other bodily materials which can be obtained 
without unreasonable intrusion; 
(7) provide specimens of handwriting; 
(8) submit to reasonable physical or medical inspection of his body; and 
(9) cut hair or allow hair to grow to approximate appearance at the time of the alleged offense. Whenever the personal 
appearance of the accused is required for the foregoing purposes, reasonable notice of the time and place of such 
appearance shall be given to the accused and his counsel. Failure of the accused to appear or to comply with the 
requirements of this rule, unless relieved by order of the court, without reasonable excuse shall be grounds for revocation of 
pre-trial release, may be offered as evidence in the prosecutor's case in chief for consideration along with other evidence 
concerning the guilt of the accused and shall be subject to such further sanctions as the court should deem appropriate. 
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Rule 3. Service and filing of papers. 
(a) All written motions, notices and pleadings shall be filed with the court and served on all other parties. 
(b) Whenever service is required or permitted to be made upon a party represented by an attorney, the service shall be 
made upon the attorney, unless service upon the party himself is ordered by the court. Service upon the attorney or upon a 
party shall be made in the manner provided in civil actions. 
(c) The party preparing an order shall, upon execution by the court, mail to each party a copy thereof and certify to the 
court such mailing. 
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Rule 4. Process. 
(a) Signing of summons. The summons shall be signed and issued by the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney. Separate 
summonses may be signed and served. 
(b)(i) Time of service. In an action commenced under Rule 3(a)(1), the summons together with a copy of the complaint shall 
be served no later than 120 days after the filing of the complaint unless the court allows a longer period of time for good 
cause shown. If the summons and complaint are not timely served, the action shall be dismissed, without prejudice on 
application of any party or upon the court's own initiative. 
(b)(ii) In any action brought against two or more defendants on which service has been timely obtained upon one of them, 
(b)(ii)(A) the plaintiff may proceed against those served, and 
(b)(ii)(B) the others may be served or appear at any time prior to trial. 
(c) Contents of summons. 
(c)(1) The summons shall contain the name of the court, the address of the court, the names of the parties to the action, 
and the county in which it is brought. It shall be directed to the defendant, state the name, address and telephone number 
of the plaintiff's attorney, if any, and otherwise the plaintiff's address and telephone number. It shall state the time within 
which the defendant is required to answer the complaint in writing, and shall notify the defendant that in case of failure to 
do so, judgment by default will be rendered against the defendant. It shall state either that the complaint is on file with the 
court or that the complaint will be filed with the court within ten days of service. 
(c)(2) If the action is commenced under Rule 3(a)(2), the summons shall state that the defendant need not answer if the 
complaint is not filed within 10 days after service and shall state the telephone number of the clerk of the court where the 
defendant may call at least 13 days after service to determine if the complaint has been filed. 
(c)(3) If service is made by publication, the summons shall briefly state the subject matter and the sum of money or other 
relief demanded, and that the complaint is on file with the court. 
(d) Method of Service. Unless waived in writing, service of the summons and complaint shall be by one of the following 
methods: 
(d)(1) Personal service. The summons and complaint may be served in any state or judicial district of the United States by 
the sheriff or constable or by the deputy of either, by a United States Marshal or by the marshal's deputy, or by any other 
person 18 years of age or older at the time of service and not a party to the action or a party's attorney. If the person to be 
served refuses to accept a copy of the process, service shall be sufficient if the person serving the same shall state the name 
of the process and offer to deliver a copy thereof. Personal service shall be made as follows: 
(d)(1)(A) Upon any individual other than one covered by subparagraphs (B), (C) or (D) below, by delivering a copy of the 
summons and the complaint to the individual personally, or by leaving a copy at the individual's dwelling house or usual 
place of abode with some person of suitable age and discretion there residing, or by delivering a copy of the summons and 
the complaint to an agent authorized by appointment or by law to receive service of process; 
(d)(1)(B) Upon an infant (being a person under 14 years) by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to the 
infant and also to the infant's father, mother or guardian or, if none can be found within the state, then to any person 
having the care and control of the infant, or with whom the infant resides, or in whose service the infant is employed; 
(d)(1)(C) Upon an individual judicially declared to be of unsound mind or incapable of conducting the person's own affairs, 
by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to the person and to the person's legal representative if one has 
been appointed and in the absence of such representative, to the individual, if any, who has care, custody or control of the 
person; 
(d)(1)(D) Upon an individual incarcerated or committed at a facility operated by the state or any of its political subdivisions, 
by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to the person who has the care, custody, or control of the individual 
to be served, or to that person's designee or to the guardian or conservator of the individual to be served if one has been 
appointed, who shall, in any case, promptly deliver the process to the individual served; 
(d)(1)(E) Upon any corporation not herein otherwise provided for, upon a partnership or upon an unincorporated association 
which is subject to suit under a common name, by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to an officer, a 
managing or general agent, or other agent authorized by appointment or by law to receive service of process and, if the 
agent is one authorized by statute to receive service and the statute so requires, by also mailing a copy of the summons and 
the complaint to the defendant. If no such officer or agent can be found within the state, and the defendant has, or 
advertises or holds itself out as having, an office or place of business within the state or elsewhere, or does business within 
this state or elsewhere, then upon the person in charge of such office or place of business; 
(d)(1)(F) Upon an incorporated city or town, by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to the recorder; 
(d)(1)(G) Upon a county, by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to the county clerk of such county; 
(d)(1)(H) Upon a school district or board of education, by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to the 
superintendent or business administrator of the board; 
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(d)( l ) ( I ) Upon an irrigation or drainage district, by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to the president or 
secretary of its board; 
(d)(l)(J) Upon the state of Utah, in such cases as by law are authorized to be brought against the state, by delivering a 
copy of the summons and the complaint to the attorney general and any other person or agency required by statute to be 
served; and 
(d)( l)(K) Upon a department or agency of the state of Utah, or upon any public board, commission or body, subject to suit, 
by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to any member of its governing board, or to its executive employee 
or secretary. 
(d)(2) Service by mail or commercial courier service. 
(d)(2)(A) The summons and complaint may be served upon an individual other than one covered by paragraphs (d)(1)(B) or 
(d)(1)(C) by mail or commercial courier service in any state or judicial district of the United States provided the defendant 
signs a document indicating receipt. 
(d)(2)(B) The summons and complaint may be served upon an entity covered by paragraphs (d)(1)(E) through (d)( l ) ( I ) by 
mail or commercial courier service in any state or judicial district of the United States provided defendant's agent authorized 
by appointment or by law to receive service of process signs a document indicating receipt. 
(d)(2)(C) Service by mail or commercial courier service shall be complete on the date the receipt is signed as provided by 
this rule. 
(d)(3) Service in a foreign country. Service in a foreign country shall be made as follows: 
(d)(3)(A) by any internationally agreed means reasonably calculated to give notice, such as those means authorized by the 
Hague Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents; 
(d)(3)(B) if there is no internationally agreed means of service or the applicable international agreement allows other means 
of service, provided that service is reasonably calculated to give notice: 
(d)(3)(B)(i) in the manner prescribed by the law of the foreign country for service in that country in an action in ,tw, if its 
courts of general jurisdiction; 
(d)(3)(B)(ii) as directed by the foreign authority in response to a letter rogatory or letter of request; or 
(d)(3)(B)(iii) unless prohibited by the law of the foreign country, by delivery to the individual personally of a copy of the 
summons and the complaint or by any form of mail requiring a signed receipt, to be addressed and dispatched by the clerk 
of the court to the party to be served; or 
(d)(3)(C) by other means not prohibited by international agreement as may be directed by the court. 
(d)(4) Other service. 
(d)(4)(A) Where the identity or whereabouts of the person to be served are unknown and cannot be ascertained through 
reasonable diligence, where service upon all of the individual parties is impracticable under the circumstances, or where 
there exists good cause to believe that the person to be served is avoiding service of process, the party seeking service of 
process may file a motion supported by affidavit requesting an order allowing service by publication or by some other 
means. The supporting affidavit shall set forth the efforts made to identify, locate or serve the party to be served, or the 
circumstances which make it impracticable to serve all of the individual parties. 
(d)(4)(B) If the motion is granted, the court shall order service of process by publication or by other means, provided that 
the means of notice employed shall be reasonably calculated, under ail the circumstances, to apprise the interested parties 
of the pendency of the action to the extent reasonably possible or practicable. The court's order shall also specify the 
content of the process to be served and the event or events as of which service shall be deemed complete. Unless service is 
by publication, a copy of the court's order shall be served upon the defendant with the process specified by the court. 
(d)(4)(C) In any proceeding where summons is required to be published, the court shall, upon the request of the party 
applying for publication, designate the newspaper in which publication shall be made. The newspaper selected shall be a 
newspaper of general circulation in the county where such publication is required to be made and shall be published in the 
English language. 
(e) Proof of Service. 
(e)(1) If service is not waived, the person effecting service shall file proof with the court. The proof of service must state the 
date, place, and manner of service. Proof of service made pursuant to paragraph (d)(2) shall include a receipt signed by the 
defendant or defendant's agent authorized by appointment or by law to receive service of process. If service is made by a 
person other than by an attorney, the sheriff or constable, or by the deputy of either, by a United States Marshal or by the 
marshal's deputy, the proof of service shall be made by affidavit. 
(e)(2) Proof of service in a foreign country shall be made as prescribed in these rules for service within this state, or by the 
law of the foreign country, or by order of the court. When service is made pursuant to paragraph (d)(3)(C), proof of service 
shall include a receipt signed by the addressee or other evidence of delivery to the addressee satisfactory to the court. 
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(e)(3) Failure to make proof of service does not affect the validity of the service. The court may allow proof of service to be 
amended. 
(f) Waiver of Service; Payment of Costs for Refusing to Waive. 
(f)(1) A plaintiff may request a defendant subject to service under paragraph (d) to waive service of a summons. The 
request shall be mailed or delivered to the person upon whom service is authorized under paragraph (d). It shall include a 
copy of the complaint, shall allow the defendant at least 20 days from the date on which the request is sent to return the 
waiver, or 30 days if addressed to a defendant outside of the United States, and shall be substantially in the form of the 
Notice of Lawsuit and Request for Waiver of Service of Summons set forth in the Appendix of Forms attached to these rules. 
(f)(2) A defendant who timely returns a waiver is not required to respond to the complaint until 45 days after the date on 
which the request for waiver of service was mailed or delivered to the defendant, or 60 days after that date if addressed to a 
defendant outside of the United States. 
(f)(3) A defendant who waives service of a summons does not thereby waive any objection to venue or to the jurisdiction of 
the court over the defendant. 
(f)(4) If a defendant refuses a request for waiver of service submitted in accordance with this rule, the court shall impose 
upon the defendant the costs subsequently incurred in effecting service. 
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Rule 10. Form of pleadings and other papers. 
(a)(1) Caption; names of parties; other necessary information. All pleadings and other 
papers filed with the court shall contain a caption setting forth the name of the court, the title of 
the action, the file number, the name of the pleading or other paper, and the name, if known, of 
the judge (and commissioner if applicable) to whom the case is assigned. 
(a)(2) In the complaint, the title of the action shall include the names of all the parties, but 
other pleadings and papers need only state the name of the first party on each side with an 
indication that there are other parties. A party whose name is not known shall be designated 
by any name and the words "whose true name is unknown." In an action in rem, unknown 
parties shall be designated as "all unknown persons who claim any interest in the subject 
matter of the action." 
(a)(3) Every pleading and other paper filed with the court shall state in the top left hand 
corner of the first page the name, address, email address, telephone number and bar number 
of the attorney or party filing the paper, and, if filed by an attorney, the party for whom it is filed. 
The plaintiff shall file together with the complaint a completed cover sheet substantially similar 
in form and content to the cover sheet approved by the Judicial Council The clerk may destroy 
the coversheet after recording the information it contains. 
(b) Paragraphs; separate statements. All statements of claim or defense shall be made in 
numbered paragraphs. Each paragraph shall be limited as far as practicable to a single set of 
circumstances; and a paragraph may be adopted by reference in all succeeding pleadings. 
Each claim founded upon a separate transaction or occurrence and each defense other than 
denials shall be stated in a separate count or defense whenever a separation facilitates the 
clear presentation of the matters set forth,, 
(c) Adoption by reference; exhibits. Statements in a paper 11 lay be adopted by reference in 
a different part of the same or another paper. An exhibit to a paper is a part thereof for all 
purposes. 
(d) Paper format. All pleadings and other papers, other than exhibits and court-approved 
forms, shall be 814 inches wide x 11 inches long, on white background, with a top margin of not 
less than 2 inches, a right and left margin of not less than 1 inch and a bottom margin of not 
less than one-half inch, with text or images only on one side. All text or images shall be clearly 
legible, shall be double spaced, except for matters customarily single spaced, and shall not be 
smaller than 12-point size. 
(e) Signature line. The name of the person sigi lii ig shall be typed or printed under that 
person's signature. If a paper is electronically signed, the paper shall contain the typed or 
printed name of the signer with or withoi it a graphic signature. 
(f) Non-conforming papers. I he clerk of tlie court shall examine all pleadings and other 
papers filed with the court. If they are not prepared in conformity with subdivisions (a) (e), the 
clerk shall accept the filing but may require counsel to substitute properly prepared papers for 
nonconforming papers. The clerk or the court may waive the requirements of this rule for 
parties appearing pro se. For good cause shown, the court may relieve any party of any 
requirement of this rule. 
(g) Replacing lost pleadings or papers. If an original pleading oi paper filed ii i at ty actioi i or 
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Rule 81. Applicability of rules in general. 
(a) Special statutory proceedings. These rules shall apply to all special statutory proceedings, 
except insofar as such rules are by their nature clearly inapplicable. Where a statute provides for 
procedure by reference to any part of the former Code of Civil Procedure, such procedure shall be 
in accordance with these rules. 
(b) Probate and guardianship. These rules shall not apply to proceedings in uncontested probate 
and guardianship matters, but shall apply to all proceedings subsequent to the joinder of issue 
therein, including the enforcement of any judgment or order entered. 
(c) Application to small claims. These rules shall not apply to small claims proceedings except as 
expressly incorporated in the Small Claims Rules. 
(d) On appeal from or review of a ruling or order of an administrative board or agency. These 
rules shall apply to the practice and procedure in appealing from or obtaining a review of any 
order, ruling or other action of an administrative board or agency, except insofar as the specific 
statutory procedure in connection with any such appeal or review is in conflict or inconsistent 
with these rules. 
(e) Application in criminal proceedings. These rules of procedure shall also govern in any aspect 
of criminal proceedings where there is no other applicable statute or rule, provided, that any rule 
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